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The Murray Ledger & Times
Only two more sessions remain on the
dark fire cured tobacco markets here
and in Mayfield according to Holmes
Ellis, executive director of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, Inc.
Ellis said regularly scheduled sales
are being held today in Murray and
Tuesday in Mayfield.
The final sales session then will be
held Feb. 17 on both markets. The last
day's sale will open here in the morning
ilotu-s, then move to the Mayfield floors
for an afternoon session.
Ellis said the Feb. 17 sessions will be
the last sale for the 1975 dark fired leaf
crop for which government price
supports will be available.
In Our 97th Year
Ellis said that sales through Friday
on the two markets hail seen a total of
4,371,150 pounds of leaf sell for
$4,288,366.52. This brings the season
average price to $96.96 per hundred
pounds, Ellis said.
The official said the crop has fallen
short of expectations as far as weight is
concerned, but said prices have not
been too disappointing. Ellis said
original estamates had indicated the
crop would weigh in at more than five
million pounds.
He said growers had hoped for a price
average of $100 per hundred or higher,
but that the average currently is $4.01
ahead of last year's season average of
$92.95.
Tax Deductions Of Local
Families Average $2,730
How much did the average taxpayer
in Calloway County contribute to
charity during the past year? How
much did he pay in local taxes? What
did his medical and dental expenses
amount to?
These are some of the expense
figures that local residents are putting
together these days in preparation for
their upcoming encounter with Uncle
Sam.
Taxpayers in the area who itemize
their deductible expenditures would
like to know how their deductions
compare with the amounts taken by




A 12-year old Murray girl remains in
serious condition today at Western
Baptist Hospital after receiving a
gunshot wound to the head in an ac-
cident Saturday.
Norman Jean Thorn, 12, was listed by
tromaisisatieial•-•Is eiviaus coridiUon,
although they reported that she had a
quiet night last night.
Murray City Police said the reports
that they have at this time indicate that
Norma was apparently playing with a
.25 calibre automatic pistol, from which
the clip had been removed. One shell
remained in the chamber, however,
and discharged, striking her in the
head.
It was at first thought that Miss
Thorn had received two gunshot
wounds, but police later found that this
was not the case. The lone bullet had
split after striking a bone, and showed
up as two metallic objects on X-rays.
The incident occurred at about 4:40
p.m. Saturday, according to police.
to their own.
Some guidance, in answer to these
questions, comes from the Commerce
Clearing House, an authority on tax
matters, using data recently released
by the Internal Revenue Service.
In its findings it shows just how much
taxpayers in each income category
have been deducting on average for
contributions, interest charges, local
taxes and medical costs.
Among. families throughout the
country with incomes equal to the
Calloway County average, ap-
proximately $2,730 equivalent to 25 per
cent of adjusted gross income, is the
normal total deduction.
For those with incomes that are
larger than this average, the amounts
deducted are generally bigger but they
represent a smaller percentage of their
total earnings.
Conversely, the deductions among
families with lower incomes, although
smaller in amount, are bigger per-
centage-wise. The range is from 18 per
cent to 43 per cent, according to the IRS
figures.
Local families in the $9,000 to $10,000
bracket, for example, will have
deductions of about $2,580 if they match
the norm. Those at the $15,0130 to $20,000
level will be listing close to $3,450.
A breakdown of the $2,730 in
deductions that is usual at the average
income level prevailing in Calloway
County shows that $346 is for con-
tributions, $996 is for interest on loans
and other obligations, $962 for state and
local taxes and $426 for medical and
dental expenses.
The Commerce Clearing House
gpoints out that in some instances a
Vamily's deductions may run well above
the average and be acceptable. In all
cases, taxpayers must be able to




The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the
U. S. Coast Guard Awriliary held its
fifth Anniversary and awards banquet
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Friday evening, February 6.
Highlight of the festivities was the
presentation of awards to members
whose activities throughout 1975 made
significant contributions to the
Auxiliary. Flotilla Commander George
Betsworth presented a Past Corn-
mender's burgee and a gift of ap-
preciation from the flotilla to Jim
Schempp who served as 1975 Flotilla
Commander, and he awarded a plaque
for completing the greatest number of
Courtesy Motorboat Examinations to
Shirley Johnson, Flotilla Public
Education Officer.
Jim Schempp presented the Com-
mander's Award, an engraved silver
goblet, to Dot Mason who had edited the
monthly Flotilla newsletter, The
Porthole. Schempp also had the honor
of presenting two annual "spoof"
awards to members who were judged to
have committed the two biggest
boating boners during the year. Of
these, the "Broken Compass" plague
went to George Betsworth, and the
"Bent Prop" trophy was awarded to
Jim Converse.
Five-year membership certificates
which had been forwarded by the
District Commodore for the occasion
were presented to Murray Auxiliarists
who were instrumental in chartering
the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla five years
ago. These, together with five-year
award ribbons, were presented to
Robert E. Johnson, Neale B. Mason,
Dorothy Mason, Shirley Johnson,
Richard Farrell, Don Burchfield and
Max McCuiston.
Award recipients at the Coast Guard Auxiliary anniversan, banquet on
fob. 6, were, lett to right, Dorothy Mason, Commander's Award, George
Iletsworth, the °Broken Crillnpass" plague, and Shirley Johnson, the Cour-
tesy Motorboat Examination award.
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon February 9, 1976
EARNS PROMOTION—Robert Perrin, left, of Murray has recently
been promoted to the rate of Chief Petty Officer, United States Naval
Reserve. Extending congratulations is Commander Gordon Cox of the
Naval Air Station, Memphis. Chief Perrin's performance throughout his
Naval career has been described as follows: He is considered a very
valuable asset to the squadron and aircraft division. Knowledge of his rate
coupled with his leadership abilities enable him to perform assigned main-
tenance tasks in an outstanding manner. He puts forth a maximum effort in
all endeavors and his contributiOns and those of his shipmates resulted in
the second consecutive winning of the Chief of Naval Operations Safety
Award by his Squadron. Chief Perrin and his wife, Norma, have three
children. He is associated with Claude Miller Realty.






several of Gov. Julian Carroll's
proposals, he is getting ready to in-
troduce three additional major
packages in the coming weeks.
They will deal with so-called tax
reform, aid to senior citizens and a
crime-fighting plan.
It's possible the administration will
time the releases at the rate of one per
week to obtain the maximum public
impact.
By the nature of the goals involved,
the anti-crime and aging legislation is
not likely to provoke controversy. But
the tax package reportedly envisions an
increase in the coal severance tax, and
House To Take Up Legislation
Expanding Public Service Jobs
WASHINGTON (API — Legislation
backed by the Democratic leadership to
expand public service jobs will be taken
up by the House this week.
The Senate is in recess this week
because of Lincoln's Day. The House
leaves Wednesday for a shorter
holiday.
If fully funded, the jobs bill would
allow $4.3 billion to be spent on 600,000
Huddleston To
Be in Mayfield
U. S. Senator Walter (Dee) Hud-
dleston will be in Mayfield Wednesday,
Feb. 11, to meet with constituents from
this area.
Huddleston has invited any citizen di'
the area to meet with him between 9
a.m. and noon at the Holiday Inn on thatt
day.
public service jobs through September
1977.
Republicans say the bill is too ex-
pensive -and that there is no need to
subsidize such a sizable expansion of
the job market when jobs are in-
creasing as the economy improves.
The House floor debate Tuesday
comes against the background of the
largest drop in monthly unemployment
figures in more than 16 years. The
administration cites the January
decline from 8.3 per cent to 7.8 per cent
in the jobless rate as further proof that
the economy is improving.
Democrats point to the 7.3 million
persons still out of work and say that
more public service jobs are needed,
especially with unemployment benefits
expiring for thousands of persons.
On another matter, the House in-
telligence committee goes out of
business Wednesday after a year-long
Mrs. C. C. Lowry Honored
By State Business Women
Mrs. C. C. ( Betty) Lowry of Murray
was named as runnerup for the
"Woman of Achievement" award
presented at the breakfast held Sunday
morning at the Board of Directors
Mrs. CC. Lowry
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of
Business and Professional Women's
Clubs at Stouffer's in Louisville.
Winner of the award was Dr. Pauline
Fox, M. D., of Pikeville. The winners
were announced by Opal Roberts of the
Murray Club who was the National
Business Women's Week chairman for
the state club.
The award is to honor a Kentucky
business and professional woman, who
has made an outstanding contribution
in one or more fields and nominations
were open to all women, not just BPW
members.
Mrs. Lowry has been active in many
church, civic, sport, and club activities
having served as past president of the
Murray Woman's Club and the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
She has served on the Murray City
Council and was the First Woman
Chairman of the United States for
March of Dimes, 1971-74. She and her
husband, Dr. C. C. Lowry, have one son,
Duane, and one daughter, Conielyn.
Attending the breakfast on Sunday
morning from Murray were Mrs.
Lowry, Mrs. Roberts, Miss Betty Lou
Hill, secretary of the local club, Mrs.
Neva Gray Allbritten, a guest.
Speaker at the breakfast was Prof.
Paul D. Simmons of the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
The board meeting opened on Friday
evening. Workshops were held
Saturday with special presentations
made to Lt. Gov. Thelma L. Stoval,
State Treasurer Frances Jones Mills,
and Supreme Court Clerk Martha Lane
Collins. Barbara Bland of Gulf Oil
Company was also a speaker.
Those receiving five-year ro rsibership certificates at the Auxiliary an-
niversary banquet were, Nealr 8 %mon, Dorothy Mason, Shirley Johnson,
and Robert E Johnson. Alto "" "vhIR cerdarek's but not present forte
were photgraphed eDon 8w, ho.-,1 Richard W. Farrell and Max McCuist
investigation. It meets Tuesday to
complete its recommendations to the
House.
The major recommendations,
completed last week, include creation
of a permanent House intelligence
committee and a mandate that
presidents report all U.S. covert
operations to that committee.
coal rObbyists are-gfrcring for battle.
The governor indicated weeks ago he
plans to raise some taxes, but "not on
consumers."
He also indicated the severance tax
would be adjusted upwards at the lower
end— which probably means a rise
from 30 cents to 50 cents per ton as a
minimum.
If Carroll also boosts the over-tax
from 4 to 5 per cent, and he has been
hedging on this point, according to
legislative sources, the yield would be
$27 million extra per year.
Much of this reportedly would be
earmarked for the coal-producing
counties which have felt slighted under
a new arrangement for severance tax
rebates which cuts their desired share.
The severance tax is known as an
export tax because most of Kentucky's
coal is shipped elsewhere and
presumably does not affect the citizens'
utility bills.
The coal lobbyists see it differently.
They contend the result would be higher
utility costs within the state.
Meantime, the most surprising
measure—a plan to eliminate the
commercial bail bonding industry and
substitute a state-operated
system—seems to have sprouted wings.
The House passed it overwhelmingly,
a Senate committee reported it out
quickly last week and the Senate could
(see Legislature, Page 12)
MSU Special Education
Building Dedication Set
Murray State University's Special
Education Building, which has been in
use since last summer, will get its
format 1ntrodaction to the pubtle at an
open house scheduled Saturday, Feb.
21
Faculty, staff, and students of the
Department of Secial Education housed
in the $1.6 million three-story facility
will be on hand from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to
conduct tows and to serve as hosts to
visitors.
Located on 16th Street across from
the University School, the building is
designed to serve the twofold purpose of
the department-academic offerings to
prepare special education personnel
and direct diagnostic and remedial
services for residents and agencies
within the region
Dr. Larry Marrs, department
chairman, in expressing his pride in the
building, said it "is recognized as the
most complete special education
facility in mid-America."
Special invitations to the open house
are being issued, according to Marrs, to
state officials, members of the board of
regents, area school superintendents,
and other dignitaries, as well as to
department benefactors.
Four divisions within the Department
of Special Education-learning disor-
ders, speech and hearing, reading, and
pre-school for the handicapped-are











Classifieds   11
Deaths & Funerals 12
15 full-time and part-time faculty
members in the department.
Facilities within the building include
offices, classrooms, a lecture hall, and
audio-visual center, a duplication
center, a library, more than 45 in-
dividual diagnostic and remediation
rooms, and numerous special meeting
areas.
Construction on the building was
begun in late 1973. It is open to all
members of the area community
regardless of race, sex, color, or
national origin
The annual Homecoming will be held
at Calloway County High School on
Friday, February 13, with the
graduating class of 1972 to be honored
at the festivities.
A dance, sponsored by the Student
Council, will follow the basketball game
between the Lakers and Mayfield.
Playing for the dance in Jeffrey gym
from 10:30 p. m. to one a. m. will be the
"Laidback" with the dress to be semi-
formal. The theme of the dance will be
"Dream On."
Tickets for the dance will be $3.50 for
couple and $2.00 single in advance, and
$5.00 for couple and $3.00 single at the
door.
Cloudy and Warmer
Partly cloudy and warmer today
through Tuesday. High today in the low
to mid 50s. Low tonight in the upper 30s.
High Tuesday in the upper 50s and low
60s. Wednesday partly cloudy and mild.
Immediate Past Flotilla Commander, lames Schempp receives the past-
officer's bargee and appreciation gift from the flotilla is presented by
Geroge aersworth, 1976 Floral Commander.
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Mrs. Lois Keller, left, and Mrs. Lilly Wrather are shown with 
their rugs which were
displayed at the meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the 
Murray Woman's
Club held on Monday, January 26. Mrs. Keller used latch hooking 
in her rug and Mrs.
Wrather's is straight hooking The two, along with Mrs. Rose Marie 
Bryan, presented
the program on "Rug Hooking." Members made donations to CARE, 
discussed helping
with the Heart Fund Drive, and the collecting of bonus coupons 
for the children's
home. New department members are Carol Boaz, Ann Burke, 
Urbena Koenen,
Dorothy Sobieski, Donna Story, and Linda Haverstock. Hostesses were 
Mildred Russell,




Rainbow For Girls Hold Meet
With Rhonda Sledd Presiding
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, February 3, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Rhonda Sledd, worthy
advisor, presided. Mrs. Twila
Coleman is mother advisor.
Officers not installed at the
last meeting were installed
who are Kay Russell, im-
mortality, Krista Russell,
fidelity, and Janet Rowland,
confidential observer.
Mrs. Frances Churchill was
the installing marshall.
A Valentine party was held




Rowland, Krista Ftnssell, Kay
Russell, Susan Weber, Rhonda
Sledd, Greta Timmerman,
Vickey Weatherford, Donna
Smith, Kathy Black, Linda
Knight, Tina George, Lesa
Robertson, Verenda Mathis,
Susan Estes, and Deidra
Folsom.
At the last meeting Rhonda
Sledd was presented a merit
bar, a two year drop, and a
white Bible for two years of
perfect attendance, and
Phyllis Coleman was
presented a five year drop and
a silver bowl for five years of
perfect attendance.









Mr. John G. long the field edkor of a well-known New
York subsidy publishing firm will be interviewing Local
authors in a guest for finished manuscripts suitable for
book publication. Al sublects will be considered, in-
cluding fiction and non-fiction, poetry, juveniles, reigkint
books, etc.
He will be in Mayfield in mid-March.
# you have completed a book4ength manuscript (or
nearly to) on any sublect, and would Ike a professional
appraisal (without cost or obligation), please write inv
rnediately and describe your work. State whether you
would prefer a morning, afternoon, or evening ap-
pointment, and kindly mention your phone number. You
will receive a confirmation by mail for a definite time and
es
Authors with completed mantrscripts unable to appear
may send them directly to us for a free reading and
evaluation. We wIN also be glad to hear from thou'
whose literary works are still in progress.
Mr. John G. Long
Carlton Pros, Int











hlete No. 10, will have its first
meeting at the Specialty Shop,
north side court square, at
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) °CA
The ambitious Arlen should
find this day a moat challenging
one. Be ready for new op-
portunities, new beginnings.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:167
A new goal in mind? Stop to
ascertain first what is really
required, then figure out the
test avenues to its achieve-
ment.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21 1.6191.
Fine aspects encourage
clever action, but don't set up




( June 22 to July 23( et)
Avoid extremes. Hold the line
against confusion arid chaos.
Seek experienced counsel if
stymied in any undertaking.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23( 124- A
Being a natural leader, others
now look to you for guidance,
Incentive. Supply them both
generously. They will be
grateful and you will reap
compensating reward.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1112kS1
Leave no loose ends in
matters nearing completion and
don't start ventures you may
regret later. Look up past
records, ,•eturmi, in planning
present itocedures.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
This day brings brand new
opportunities to use your
talents, to expand and benefit in
various ways.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
You can MAKE the spotlight
shine on you if you watch your
step, put forth best efforts and
project hope and confidence.
There is a tendency to vacillate,
however_ Counteract — with
steadfastness.
SAGITTARIUS 4fre#r
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Give of your know-how and
experience and express your
opinions if asked but, in the




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vita
You may have a tendency
toward lethargy now. Don't
yield to it, since the best in-
tentions in the world will
produce nothing if not followed
up by solid, constructive effort
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) t k
Just as the Capricornian, you,
too, may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment. Be
especially careful not to lose
self-control if certain persons
annoy you.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be patient if temporarily
stymied in some project in
which you are involved. Some
new factors may be up for
consideration. Keep eyes and
ears open!
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with tremendous
energy, stamina and a , desire
for achievement You may teed
to overdo, wetter esser0o, thus
giving an erroneous picture ei
yourself. You are never
satisfied with the medicare; --
practical, imaginative and
gregarious of nature. You see
opportunities where others pass
them by, and your
knowq rim boundsTbith"
Subtirban Homemakers
Club will 'meet with Mrs.
Holmes Dunn at 7:30 p.m.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the Murray Art Guild at 7:30
p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the church at seven p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Tuesday, February le
Ellis Community Center will
open at ten a.m. for senior
citizens with devotion at 10:05
a.m., tour of the Adult
Learning Center at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at noon, band
practice at 12:30 p.m., and
square dancing at two p.m.
Green House committee of
Senior Citizens will meet at St.
John's Center, Main and
Broach Streets, at 1:30 p. m.
Group II of First Christian
_aord*cwirbs rescheduled
Its meeting at two p.m. at
home of Mrs. A. B. Austin.
Group I, First Christie%
Church CWF, will meet at ten
a.m. with Mrs. B. D. Hall as
hostess and Mrs. James C.
Hart as program leader.
Group IV, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Joe Cartwright
as hostess and Mrs. Robert
Puttoff as program leader.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Grace Baptist Church
Women are scheduled to meet
at two p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with June Cottrell at
7:D3 p.m.
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will meet at seven
p.m. in the University Church
of Christ Annex. All ladies are
welcome to attend.
Murray Branch of NAACP
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Community Center. All
members are asked to be
present.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Karen Housden at one
p.m.
Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
(Merles Dan Bazzell at one
p.m.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
Valentine Sweethart banquet
at the club house at 6:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Woman will
meet as follows: Mice Waters
with Mrs. James A. Fisher,
300 North 10th, Maryieona
Fro* with Mrs. G. C. Ash-
craft, 164111 Magnolia, and
Beanie Tucker with Mrs. A. M.
Alexander, 1707A Wells Ex-
tended, all at 9:30 a.m.; Faith
Doran at the social hall of the
church at two p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Fulton
Young at nine a.m., II with
Mrs. W. B. Parker at ten a.m.,
and HI with Mrs. E. C. Jones
at two p.m.
Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association has rescheduled




Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Neva Waters,
102 South 14th Street, at 2:30
p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m. All
interested persons are invited.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pottertown
at Holiday Inn at ten a.m.;
Pacers with Ruth Tunick, 110
Williams, at 9:30 a.m.; South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Raymond Story, New Concord
with Miss Maud Nance, and
Harris Grove with Mrs. Albert
Gardner, all at one p.m.
Potluck luncheon will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. A.B.
Titsworth as chairman.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
with Mrs. Graves Morris and
Mrs. Ronnie Hutson as
hostesses.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
305 North 6th, at 7:30 p.m.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel Road, at
6:30 p.m.
Community Center on North
Second Street will open at one
p.m. for senior citizens. Mrs.
Flood, hospital dietitain, will
speak. For transportation call
753-0929 by 11:30 a.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Outdoor film, "Exploring
Big Bend," will be shown at
the University School
auditorium at seven p.m.
Admission free and public
invited.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will start their first
bridge tournament. Call




Mr. and Mrs. Ricky E.
Harris are the parents of a
baby boy, Bradley Elwayne,
weighing eight pounds one
ounce, born on Tuesday,
January 27, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University,




Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Harris and Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Greer. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Ruby
Harris, Mrs. Elsie Deweese,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greer,
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This is the second in *Curies
of six articles on dental health
published by Murray Ledger
di Times in cooperation with
the local Southwest Dental
Society in observance of
National Children's Dental
Health Week.
Should X-rays be taken of
my child's teeth? How often?
X-ray examinations of your
child's teeth are very im-
portant. The dentist can only
give him the best possible care
by making X-ray
examinations of the teeth and
supporting structures when he
feels such examinations are
necessary.
The dentist needs to find out
If your child has cavities
between the teeth and whether
or not there are any extra
(super-numerary) teeth or
other dental abnormalities. X-
ray pictures will also reveal to
the dentist whether the child's
permanent teeth are present
In the Jaws and in the proper
position.
As with adults, a dentist will
make an X-ray examination
only when it is absolutely
necessary. However, dental
X-ray examinations made
with modern equipment and
safeguards pose no proven
danger to your child.
The American Dental
Association recommends the
use of high-speed film, a beam
that is propefiy restricted by
collimation and filtration, and
an open-ended, properly
shielded cone to reduce
scatter radiation.
In addition, the ADA advises
that leaded aprons be used on
all children and persona of
child-bearing age.
You can be sure that your
child's dentist will not
recommend the taking of X-
rays unless he feels they are
necessary for diagnosis and
treatment.
Members Of Murray Chapter
Secretaries At State Meeting
Three NSA Murray Chapter
members. Linda Chadwick,
Bettye Baker, and Patsy
Dyer, attended the Winter
Kentucky Division Board of
Directors Meeting held in
Elizabethtown on Saturday,
January 31,
Patsy Dyer, secretary to Dr.
Constantine Currie at MSU
and NSA Kentucky Division
Treasurer, presented a report
at the business meeting which
began at nine a.m.
Bettye Baker, secretary to
Dr. Joe N. Prince, Dean at
?4SU, and president of the
local NSA Chapter, reported
on the activities of the local
Chapter during the past
months.
The business meeting was
followed with a luncheon and a
workshop in the afternoon.
There are thirteen Chapters
In the state of Kentucky and
eleven Chapters were
represented at this meeting.




Mrs. Lexie Latham of
Kirksey has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
at the Overbey, Overbey, and
Overbey law firm, is presently
serving as recording
secretary for the Murray
Chapter.
The next annual meeting of
the Kentucky Division will be







Baby Girl Morton (mother
Sandy), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby
Boy Lovett (mother Kaye,
Rt. 4, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Miss Ruth Lamb, Rt. 2, Box
353 B, Murray, Mrs. Frances
Anderson, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Dora Casey, Rt. 2, Cadiz,
Thomas Reagan, Ftt. 3, Box 16,
Murray, Gus Thienes, 123
Riverside Dr., Hartford,
Calvert Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. NKR, Turnbow and
Baby Boy, "t. 5, Mayfield,
Miss Renee Bolen, 1507
Chaucer Dr., Murray,
Hillman Outland, Rt. 8, Box
48, Murray, Mrs. Phobe
Milliken, Riviera Ct. No. 170,
Murray, Larry Thurman, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Connie
Tidwell and Baby Boy, P. 0.
Box 403, Smithland, Andrea
Perry, 304 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie Kimbro, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Eva Wetmore,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, W. E. Warren,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Audie
Brandon, Hazel, Mrs. Rosa
Outland, Box 26, Hazel, David
Harmon, Rt. 4, Box 720,
Murray.
Always leave on about an
Inch of the tope and the root
ends when you are cooking
fresh beets whole and =peeled
so their color will remain a
bright and attractive red.
Come on over to our house
for the Ethan Allen
OfM° GO
SAVE 10% to 20% and more on a great selection of
America's favorite Furniture • Lamps • Acces-
sories • Clocks • Sleep Sets • Floor Covering.
„It








Units From Left to Right
1. Dresser 40"
Reg. 522550 SALE $119.50
2. Upper Book case
Reg. S139.50 SALE $119.50
3. Music Cabinet
Reg. S175.50 SALE $149.50
4. T.V. Upper Cabinet




Reg. $119.50 SALE $179.50
7. Door Cabinet
Reg. S171.50 SALE $149.50
8. Upper Bookcase











Reg 571550 SALE $199.50
SAVE SPACE-SAVE WORK-SAVE MONEY
Here is a modular system that really puts space to work.
Good looking and super functional-these units are ideal for
dens, family rooms or any area that serves a multi-purpose
role. Save on these units NOW during our fantastic WINTER
SALE. In addition to the featured sale items, we have re-
duced many floor sample sofas-chairs-lamps and bedspreads
as Much as 5016. These are truly outstanding values you can
not afford to miss. Come in now while selections are best and
save as never before on quality Ethan Allen home furnish
ings.
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. til 5 P.M.-M1 EVERY FRIDAY WWI
Me bloom Ionia • • •
Casveisal Gag Tema .
epee Ivan hids1101 — •
Slow* Sils
inlap tan Supeasse
PITTED 140111: Ft It\ IsHLNI:.
ETHAN ALLEN FultN)Tultf .0,e//
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Lisa G. Smith, grand-
daughter of Mrs. Gardie
Jones of New Concord,




where she is a senior and
a member of the Beta
Club, FBLA Chapter, Pep
Club, and Clean Teens.
Lisa won the honor by
scoring high in a written
knowledge and attitude
examination administer-
ed to high school seniors
here on December 2. She
will receive a certificate
from General Mills, spon-
sor, and becomes eligible
for state and national
honors.
lYb 1111 lie. CI aties•e•••••-awmwwwwwaw
LIBRARY NOTES
Awn Hop* Tomtit*,
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
A COACH'S WORLD, by
Richard Phelps. Crowell.
A portrait of Notre Dame's
basketball coach and all the
things that make up a coach's
world.
TRAVEL WITH GREAT
WRITERS, by Robert Hector.
Nash.
You'll visit the landmarks,
the cities, and the coun-
trysides of Europe through the
eyes of the world's greatest
writers in this volume.
THE KENTUCKY TRACE,
by Harriet S. Arnow. Knopf.
Mrs. Arnow, a Kentuckian,
makes us feel what it was like
for ordinary people to ex-
perience the upheavals of the
Revolutionary War. The story
centers around Leslie Collins,
gentry-born but educated by




POPPYTR AIL 3-PIECE PLACE
SETTING AT 33-1/3% OFF
Now at Great Sanngs, hand-
some hand painted dinnerware
by Poppytrail to highlight
your camel dining Shown
here are only a few of nation-
ally ad vert ised Poppy trail
Patterns included an this limit-
ed time offer Each place net-
ting minuses of Dinner plate,
cup, saucer The open stock
accessories to complete your
terrine am also on sale at 20%
off open stock pride. AU colon











Sculptured Grape. $16.36 $10.90
Sculptured Deny. . , $1635 $10.60
Vintage Pink $16.35 $10.90
Sculptured Zinnia . $16.35 $1090
Ante:bee Grape $12.00 $ BOO
Rid Rooster ... ... $14.25 $ 9.50
California StresolserrY $14.50 $ 9.67
Wild Poppy $18.75 $12.10
Net this $1875 $12.50
Sculptured Sorry .. $21.10 $14.67
LaMenche Gold $14.30 $ 9.114








FALL, by Agnes N. Keith.
I.Ittle, Brown.
This is a fresh evolution of
the Japanese national life and
character and of the changing
aspirations and ambitions of
individual Japanese.
CRY MACHO, by Richard
Nash. Delacorte.
A Texas rodeo star, a
Mexican street urchin, and a
fighting cock are the main
characters in this novel that







working supervisors and those
who wish to become super-
visors, this book is filled with
short, to-the-point, ex-
planations of the respon-
sibilities of the supervisory
lob.
A WOMAN'S GUIDE TO
FIXING THE CAR, by Paul
Weissier. Walker.
This non-technical manual
will be an invaluable aid to the
car-bound woman who wants
to know more about how her
automobile works, how to
keep it working, and, if it











Adapted from a Jewish-Swiss
recipe.
2 cups thinly sliced onion





1  teaspoon pepper
% cup sweet white wine
114 cup red or white wine
vinegar
1/2 pounds sole fillets,
thawed if frozen
In a 10-inch skillet gently
cook the onion in the oil until
tender — about 10 minutes. Stir
in raisins, almonds, salt,
pepper, wine and wine vinegar;
bring to a boil. Add sole. Cover
and simmer until fillets are
opaque — 10 to 15 minutes.
With a wide spatula, transfer
fillets to a wide shallow serving
dish. With a large slotted spoon
arrange onion, raisins and al-
monds over fish; carefully pour
the liquid in skillet over the
top. Cover tightly and refrig-
erate several hours or over-




Make your move toward the new pulled-together dressing of dresses and
skirts And with it the uncluttered shoe Here is an easy walking shoe with
vamp interest by Hush Puppies • casuals, the people who know all about




Keep Her Mouth Shut
By Abigail Van Buren
(7, 1976 try Clucaep Tremens n1 14400, Stnd in
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old unmarried woman. I
am 5 foot 10 and weigh 210 pounds.
I have been fat ever since I was a teenager. People made
fun of me, I had no friends and I was miserable. I tried every
diet I ever heard of. I'd lose, but it never stayed off very
long.
A year ago I weighed 310. Then I heard of a dentist who
wired people's jaws shut so they had to live on liquids only
and they lost weight that way. He wired my jaws, and in
eight months I was down to 160 pounds. I never was
happier! Then the dentist took the wires out, and I am sorry
to say that in three months I was up to 210 again.
I went back to the dentist and asked him to wire my jaws
again. He said he wouldn't do it. Then he told me to see a
shrink. Well, as you know, a shrink is one of those head
doctors (I can't spell "sy-kiatrist"). I am not crazy by a long
shot, so why should that dentist tell me to see a shrink?
Do you think I am crazy, Abby? And if I'm not, what can
a head doctor do for me?
HATES MYSELF
DEAR HATES: Part of your problem is revealed in your
signature. No, I don't think you're "crazy," but a head
doctor will try to make you understand why you "hate
yourself' so much that you keep building • wall of fat
around you. It's useless to have your jaws wired shut unless
you know WHY you eat. I agree with your dentist. See a
paychisitrist. Good luck and may God bless you.
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine living in Fort Payne,
Ala. sent me a clipping from her newspaper, showing an
attractive young couple in wedding attire who had been
married in the chapel of a FUNERAL PARLOR!
Have you ever heard of anything like this?
SEEN EVERYTHING
DEAR SEEN: If people can be married under water, on
horseback, motorcycles, ice skates, up a pole and in the raw,
I don't know why they can't be wed in the chapel of a
funeral parlor. A chapel is a place of worship, and what
could be more appropriate?
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
25 years. For 22 of those years, we had an ideal marriage.
Then, three years ago I hurt my back. I've had five
operations and haven't been able to be a wife to him since.
The doctor says that any little strain on my back would put
me in a wheelchair for life.
Now my husband wants one night out a week with
another woman. I say no. He is 70 and I am 52. We have
nexasr been unfaithful to one another.
We will do whatever you say.
BAD BACK
DEAR BAD: I would not consent to his cavorting with
another woman. Go back to your doctor and explain your
problem.
If be says he can't help you, find • doctor who's better
informed on dealing with the sexual problems of the
physically handicapped.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose .stamped. self-addressed envelope, please
Darr ye! Paschall Is
Speaker For Meeting -
The home of Mrs. Becky
Hampton was the scene of the
January meeting of the Betty
Sledd Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church with
the chairman, Mrs. Lois
Sanderson, presiding and the
secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Wilma Billington, giving her
reports.
Mrs. Barbara Chilcutt gave
the devotional thoughts
reading from the book of
Matthew. She spoke briefly
concerning the parable of the
mustard seed and a personal
trust and faith in God.
Mrs. Jane Rogers in-
troduced the program which
was a review of "Freedom
'76" Rally held in San Antonio,
Texas the last week in
December by Miss Darryel
Paschall who was one of
twenty-seven young persons
from Murray to attend this
week long conference,
sponsored by the Southern
Baptist Convention and at-
spiritual impact of this
meeting as well as the in-
spiratiOn received from the
various speakers such as
Grady Nutt, Christian leader
trom Louisville, Myrtle Hall
who travels with the Billy
Graham team, and Miss
America 1975 who is from
Texas. Miss Paschall
reminded the group that "all
that goes on among youth
today is not bad."
At the conclusion of the
meeting refreshments were
served by Mrs. Hampton to
Mrs. Rogers, Mrs. Sanderson,
Mrs. Chilcutt, Mrs. Billington,
Miss Paschall, and Mrs.
Connie White.
MEATY MUFFINS
When breakfast or supper
monotony hits, make corn
muffin batter from your
favorite package recipe using
enriched cornmeal. Fold one
cup cubed canned luncheon
tended by six to eight _meat into batter. Rake as
thousand youth. directed. Serve with
Miss Paschall told of tfie scrambled eggs.
Nina Simpson is
Named As Winner
Nina Simpson, of Sturgis,
was named the Kraft Hostess
Award winner at the Kentucky
Junior Miss finals.
Nina was awarded a $100
cash scholarship, a portable
cassette tape recorder and a
gift of Kraft cheese for her




sponsored by Kraft Foods1, is
an ancillary competition ofThe
Kentucky Junior Miss
Program, which recognizes




The Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association will meet at South
Marshall Elementary School
on Tuesday, February 10, at
4:30 p. m.
This meeting was cancelled
last week due to the snow and
all interested persons are
urged to attend the meeting
from 4:30 to six p. m.











Our Sanitone Drycieaning floats out all
the dirt makes your
whites — Simply DAZZLING
Your colors PAZZAZING,
And, wait ill you put them on (Beautiful).
With Sanitone your clothes feel good,
Comfortable, and free (spot free, wrinkle
free, need free — because we do the
little repairs, too, before they become
big repairs).
Isn't it time your clothes look and feel
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With today's improved medical techniques,
many types of surgery don't require an
overnight stay in the hospital, which can
be expensive.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Ken-
tucky, we're working with doctors and
hospitals to help find ways to eliminate
these expenses. That's why we provide
benefits for surgery performed on an out-
patient basis.. whether in the hospital,
the doctor's office, or even in your home.
We're committed to helping our members
get the best health care coverage at the
lowest cost. Providing benefits for out-
patient surgery is just one of the ways.
For more information about Blue Cross





Complete and mail this coupon to: ULTIMO
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. •
9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville. Kentucky 40223
Please send me, without obligation, inforrnatiorton








I am a Blue Cross and Blue Shield Megmb•r.
Certificate No
0 Interested in improving my benefits
0 Getting married
I am interested in.
0 The Nongrou° Program
0 The Medicare Supplement Program
0 Forming an employee grows
0 The Student Program
Farm Bureau members.
Please See Your Farm eurisau Agent
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, It is time America's friends
Spoke out, with some nasty ques-
tions to the so-called "liberal"
East Coast establishment. By
that we mean sections of the
press, sections of Congress, tele-
vision commentators and
comedians, university pundits
and a lot of other people who
may think there is a dollar to be
made out of denigrating their
country's institutions and
leaders. We all know about the
"trauma" of Vietnam and
Watergate, but it's getting a bit
boring. How long has the rest of
the free world got to put up with
these tender-minded people re-
covering from their "trauma"
Indefinitely?
America is accustomed to, and
has merited, a good deal of
deference from her allies. But
deference can be a disservice.
The United States should know
that her European cousins and
allies are appalled and disgusted
by the present open disarray of
her public life. The self-criticism
and self-destructive tendencies
are running mad, with no
countervailing force in sight. She
has no foreign policy any more.
because Congress will not allow
it. Her intelligence arm, the CIA,
is being gutted and rendered
inoperative, the names of its
staff being published so that they
can be murdered. Her President
and secretary of state are being
hounded, not for what they do
but simply because they are
people there, to be pulled down
for the fun of it.
We hope and believe that the
vicious antics of the liberal East
Coast establishment, which are
doing all this untold harm, do not
reflect the feelings of the mass of
the country. But it is a matter for
wonder. Is the country as a
whole becoming deranged?
Surely not. Perhaps the presi-
dential election later this year
will clear the air. Yet that is still
10 months away, and in the
meantime there is all the cam-
paigning to be gone through.





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: RED CHINA: REALITY AND
PROPAGANDA
When the history of the 20th century
Is written, the emergence of Com-
munist China will be seen as one of the
greatest tragedies for mankind. The
Maoist regime has slaughtered millions
of opponents of communism and made
every effort to annihilate traditional
Chinese civilization apd ethical norms.
The Rev. Mark Tennien, a Maryknoll
missionary who was imprisoned by the
Chinese Communists, is among the
'many writers who has described the
atrocities on which the New China" is
based. In his book, he reports that the
communists "executed by bullet bet-
"Ten 180,000 and 190,000 people in the
province of Kwangsi during the first six
tOonths" they were in power.
7.. The years since the communist
takeover on the Chinese mainland have
been years of terror and debasement of
)he Chinese people. Mao's philosophy
and political structure reduces man to
.the lowest level, and scorns all that the
Chinese have created over thousands of
years.
In the West, however, the Chinese
Communists and their supporters have
sought to present the New China" as a
workers paradise. It is important,
therefore, to keep track of the efforts
being made to give Red China a new,
favorable image in the United States.
For that reason, Edward Walsh, staff
researcher for the U. S. Industrial
Council, recently covered a significant
meeting in Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Walsh
filed this report:
'With a twenty-foot long red banner
proclaiming 'Serve the People' in
English and Chinese setting the tone for
the evening, the Southern chapter of the
United States-China People's Frien-
dship Association recently gathered in
Nashville, Tenn., to witness Ms. Units
Blackwell Wright denounce the United
States as an insane society, and offer
praise of Communist China as a nation
of trust, loyalty, friendliness, courtesy,
obedience, discipline, and bravery.
"Ms. Wright, a civil rights activist
from Isaquena County, Mississippi,
visited Red China in 1972 with a
women's delegation led by actress
Shirley MacI.aine. She had been in-
volved in the civil rights movement of
- the sixties, led voter registration drives
in Mississippi, and was for a time
• .associated with the Student Nonviolent
, Coordinating Committee ( SNCC).
'Ms. Wright, defiantly proud of her
lack of formal education, emphasizes
the 'non-academic' nature of it. Her
association with civil rights activism as
a reaction to childhood poverty has
. become a self-righteous moral
crusade: 'Tune in, keep on movin',
don't let anyone stop you—we're going
HARRIGAN
to get a mental health program goin' in
this country...' Her objective in Nash-
ville was to whip up the fervor of the
U.S.-China People's Friendship
Association." This organization seeks
to build support for Red China's foreign
policy objectives.
Mr. Walsh noted: "But the speech
was hardly irecessary; the enthusiasm
for moral and political chaos which the
USCPFA fosters is already brimming
over in this crowd: teenagers, college
students, middle-aged and elderly men
and women, said refugees of the Age of
Aquarius, were still seeking the warm
corpse of the Revolution, the Cause, the
Brave New World which never existed
outside their tormented souls.
'It is all reminiscent of the poignant,
ominous observation of Whittaker
Chambers, who in his autobiography
notes that 'while communists make full
use of liberals and their solicitudes...in
private, they treat them with that
sneering contempt that the strong and
predatory almost invariably feel for
victims who volunteer to help in their
own victimization.'
"Ms. Wright remarked pathetically:
'What is communism? I still don't
know, really, and don't care about the
politics of communism. I don't know if
there's freedom in China, but I'd sure
like to have what they've got!' She
made much of the 'looks in people's
eyes, the happiness, contentment,
patience, and personal concern,'
commenting, 'Somewhere in the world
there are people who are human on a
mass basis—it's taught.'
"Ms. Wright has suspended her
devotion to voter registration drives in
Mississippi, in order to sing warm-
hearted paeans to life in Red China,
where no one votes. She neglects to
consider the Walker Report, released
by the Senate Judiciary Committee in
July, 1971, which revealed that some 60
million people have been killed in China
since 1949. That aspect of the New
China is lost on Units Blackwell Wright,
and the U.S.-China People's Friendship
Association."
In view of the activities of such
organizations as the U.S. China
People's Friendship Association, it is
essential that Americans be aware of
the current propaganda campaign in
behalf of the "New China."
The "New China," of course, is the
old China of mass executions, thought
control, and aggression directed at the
free world. For up-to-date, accurate
information on Communist China
today, the public can turn to the highly
regarded American-Asian Educational
Exchange, 88 Morningside Dr., New
York, N. Y. 10027.
STEIN SONG
The Murray Ledger & Times
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTL1NE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 4541$. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed,.
in this column.
Heartline: I have been drawing
Social Security retirement benefits for
three years. My children have also been
receiving benefits. My oldest child will
soon by 18 and he intends to go on to
college. Will he still be allowed to
receive benefits after he turns 18 since
he is going to college?—E.S.
Answer: yes, as long as he is a full-
time student at a school, college or
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 9, the 40th day
of 1976. There are 326 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1718, French colonists
arrived in Louisiana.
On this date:
In 1773, William Harrison, the ninth
American president, was born in
Charles City County, Virginia.
In 1825, the U.S. House of
Representatives elected John Quincy
Adams President after an election in
which none of the candidates received
an electoral majority.
In 1870, the U.S. Weather Bureau was
established.
In 1942, the former French liner,
"Normandie" burned and capsized at aNew York pier as it was being outfittedas a troop transport.
In 1943, the World War II Battle of
Guadalcanal in the Pacific ended in an
American victory.
In 1962, Jamaica became an in-
dependent nation within the BritishCommonwealth.
Ten years ago: Vice PresidentHubert Humphrey went to Saigon on aspecial mission to spur action in SouthVietnam on programs attackinghunger, disease and illiteracy.
Five years ago: An earthquake in theLos Angeles area killed at least 64persons, most of them trapped in aveterans' hospital.
One year ago: Two Sovietcosmonauts returned safely to earthafter 30 days in orbit around the earth.Today's birthdays: FormerSecretary of State Dean Rusk is 67.Sportsman Bill Veeck is 62.
Thought for today: The trouble withmost people is that they listen with theirmouths -- Anonymous.
Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundredyears ago today, Gen. GeorgeWashington sent a message from hisCambridge, Maas. headquarters to theContinental Congress in Philadelphia,complaining of a lack of funds, recruits,arms and ammunition. He said thatmore than 2,000 of his troops lackedfirearms.
university considered "an educational
institution," he can continue to draw
benefits until he turns 22. In order for a
school to be considered an educational
institution, it must be operated or
directly supported by the U.S., state or
local government, be approved by the
state or accredited by a state-
recognized or nationally-recognized
accrediting agency.
Heartline: If my child works part-
time or full-time before the age of 18
while gaing to school, will this affect
that child's Social Security? R.T.
Answer: If the working child earns
more than the allowable amount of
income, which is $2,760 this year, it
would affect the child's benefits just as
it would affect your benefits if you
made more than the allowable amount.
Heartline: I started drawing Social
Security retirement benefits at the age
of 62. I have been drawing benefits for
14 months. Now I have an opportunity
for an exceptionally high-paying job,
which will last for three or four years.
Can I stop drawing Social Security
retirement now and start drawing
again three or four years from
now ?—W.W.
Answer: Yes, but keep in mind that
when you start drawing retirement
benefits again three or four years from
now, you will still receive the age 62
( reduced benefit) amount of your age
65 benefits.
Heartline: What can I do if I do not
agree with the amount of my
retirement benefits from Social
Security?—G.H.
Answer: You have six months after
you start receiving benefits to go to
your local Social Security office to
contest the amount of your benefits.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-






By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — Memory of the
power they gave Gov. Wendell Ford in
his last budget, the right to decide how
to spend the budget surpluses without
any strings attached, promoted the first
question from legislators at the public
hearing on Gov. Julian Carroll's $5.7
billion budget last week.
Some object to putting $242 billion in
the budget for capital construction
without any legislative control over
how it is to be spent. They look back at
the unpredeclented power they gave
Ford and don't seem in the mood to let
It occur again.
Republicans protested loudly two
years ago about the free hand given
Gov. Ford, but to no avail. When the
budget surplus ran more than • $200
million, Republicans claimed that he
used this surplus to award projects in
areas of the state that would likely help
him in his campaign for the U. S.
Senate.
However, Gov. Ford alloted about $74
million of this before he left office, and
Caroll allotted approximately $30
million during his first year in office,
filling out ,Gov. Ford's unexpired term.
In their effort to gain more in-
dependence from the Executive
Branch, legislators established an
interim review committee on govern-
ment expenses, but the effect has been
little more than to make news stories
and tell the public about complaints or
to agree with government ex-
penditures.
In his budget message, Gov. Carroll
said the clear need for capital spending,
new buildings, had to be established,
before it would be approved. He pointed
out that building, projects, especially on
university campuses, had been started
with a low estimate, and later had to be
completed by the state at a much
higher figure because the project was
well under way. The state just can't
leave a partially completed building
standing.
But the past experience of the
veteran legislators throws up the flag of
caution about granting Carroll the sole
right of approving projects entailing
millions.
They probably won't have any chance
of tying down specific projects to the
money, since building costs are likely to
increase over the next two years. Their
best effort probably will be to try to
establish a legislative review com-
mittee that would give such an interim
committee the power to approve capital
construction projects.
Legislators, at least the veterans,
know that when they have approved the
budget they have lost control. About the
same thing happens when department
budgets are approved. There is little or
no control over how the money is spent
to carry out the program delineated in
the budget. Funds get transferred
around in the various departments.
One effort to end profligate spending
at the end of a fiscal year was made in a
bill passed by the Senate last week.
This would reduce from 90 days to 45
days spending out of the surplus of the
previous year's budget. All surplus is
supposed to revert to the Finance
Department and go into the budget for
the next year.
More than $100 million was carried
over from last fiscal year to the new
budget introduced two weeks ago.
In the 1974 session, the legislature
established a spending review com-
mittee to watchdog how government
funds were spent, but this committee
had no power to halt or change
spending methods. All they could do
was complain.
There's an $8 million figure in the
governor's budget that likley will not be
approved by the legislature. This is the
money set aside to help pay depositors
for their losses in the defunct
Prudential Building and Loan
Association in Louisville. Spending this
money for this purpose will be proposed
in a separate enabling bill.
If this bill is not approved, there'll be
$8 million for the legislators to ap-
propriate for another purpose. This
little item might prove interesting in
future days.
10 Years Ago
The Purchase Area Economic Op-
portunity Council, a four county
organization to implement war on
poverty program for the counties, was
tentatively formed at a meeting at the
West Kentucky RECC, Mayfield, on
February 7. Dr. Ray Mofield was
named meeting chairman.
Samuel Hettinghouse, age 76, died
this morning at his home on Vine
Street.
Bryan Tolley, charter member of the
Murray Lions Club, was presented an
award for perfect attendance for
twenty-five years at a Valentine party
held by the local club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Murray State College Rifle team
remained undefeated in Kentucky
League Match Competition by
defeating Western Kentucky in a two
way match held at Murray.
In basketball games Calloway County
Lakers beat North Marshall and
Murray High Tigers beat College High
Colts.
20 Years Ago
Pfc. Charles W. Snow recently
completed two weeks of cold weather
indoctrination held by the Ninth In-
fantry Division in Germany.
Brown C. Tucker of Kirksey Route
Two is one of ten Kentucky farmers
who will receive recognition in the Tom
Wallace Farm Forestry Awards.
Don Buxton is pictured with his
mother, Dorothy Buxton, as she pins
the coveted Eagle Scout Badge on him
at a Boy Scout Court of Honor held at
the Murray High School auditorium.
Past PTA presidents of Murray High
and Murray Training School pictured at
the Founders Day meeting were W. B.
Moser, Mesdames E. C. Parker,
George Hart, Charles Mason Baker, J.
B. Wilson, John Cavitt, Bobbie Grogan,
Lucille Austin, Thomas H. Crider, E. S.
Ferguson, Vernon Anderson, and Rue
Overbey.
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth Jo
Ellis and Chester Reeder, read on
October 25, has just been announced.
Bible Thought
For even the Son of man camenot to be ministered unto, but tominister and to give his life a ran-som for many. Mark 10:45.
Just when we think the whOleworld should bow down to us, wesee Jesus as the perfect example forlife.
Isn't It The Truth
One difference between early man
and his modern descendant is seen in
their preparations for dining. The cave
man hunted, killed and ate. Civilized
man tracks, shoots and mounts his
quarry on the walls of his dining room.
and then gets his dinner out of a can.
Let's Stay Well
Making Ready For Sleeping
By FJ L EthistlIgatne M D
When he needed to not, Presi-
dent Theodore Roosevelt re-
periedfy was able to lie down,
sleep deeply for a brief period
and wake up refreshed.
Or,'ms fortunate, perscre
have to court sleep Here are a
few suggestions for doing WY
t. Eilabilsh regular habits of
deep. 117 to go to bed at about
the sone !saw each night.
2. Acquire enough rest to atal
yOUr Medd Sleep requirenents
vary from five to eleven hours(am op to eight or nine) per
night You may need more or
rmt than does your spouse
1 Fallow your natural Widen-
ey to go to bed ea* BM OK up
early or to go to bed late sad
arise Isle Some of us run down
as the day Progresses and re-
we. mat only to Mart the nevi
dsy early anti with a bang
Others gather their energy drive
as the day progresses, do their
best work in the Isew hours and
go to sleep late and get up late
t Take regular exercise and
do so to the point of confortable
fatigue Don't suddeniy begin a
strenuous exercise program
without consulting your physi-
cian. Mote persons prefer ewer-
dee in the early part of the day
in order to get *seed. rather
than at night prior to retiring.
S. Avoid self-medications for
Sleep An occasioruil hot toddy.
small glass of wine or slam of
warm milk may be helpful. If
you cannot sleep well on a par-
ticular night, you may not be in
need of rest it that time 1Read or
perform some other quiet. teak
WM you feel sleepy ff you have
genuine insomnia, see your
phyliCiall to determine the cause
so that appropriate therapy may
be given.
6. Some persons find it helpful
to slow clown gradually before
retirina. even brushing their
teeth a half-hour or more before
lying down. Turn the bedding
down and empty your bladder
and stroll easily to bed. Try
reading if necessary. preferably
something not very exciting.
When you turn off the bght, lie
still and relax your murcles
Someterwe repetitive thoughts
will slow your mind and you will
quietly ..tip wan sleep
Q. Mrs DS. mks if breast-feeding will Make her breastslarger and will it Imam her sex-ual deems
BLASINGAME
A Breast-feeding will not
necessarily make a mother's
breasts larger. In fact. about half
of the women who breast-feed
report that their breasts became
smaller Breast enlargement is
mainly from added fat, Often apart of gaining weight rather
than nursing. Breast-feeding lias
no tendency to impair sexual
desires They usually return a
few weeks after delivery, often
with greater intensity than priorto pregnancy
Q Mr J L warts to know if
sackling of the red blood ceils or
curs (Wily among black person.
A. Wilde the vast majority of
cases of sickling occurs in
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Galina Kulakova Stripped Of Medal
By WICK TEMPLE
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK (AP) — Soviet
cross-country skier Galina
Kulakova was stripped of her
bronze medal today after
Olympic officials discovered




stripped of the medal she won
Saturday in the women's five-
kilometer cross-country race.
The bronze was awarded to
Russian teammate Nina
Baklicheva.
Meanwhile, in the first run
of the giant slalom today,
Philip Mahre of White Pass,
Wash., finishea fourth and
was in strong medal con-
tention for the second and
deciding run of the event
Tuesday. Medals will be
determined by the combined
time over two runs.
Italy's Gustavo Theoni, the
defending Olympic champion,
was first down the 1,525-meter
course in 1 minute, 44.19
seconds, followed by Ernst
Good and Heini Hemmi, both
of Switzerland.
Mahre's time was 1:45.58.
His twin brother, Steven
Mahre, was 14th at 1:47.90,
and Greg Jones of Tahoe City,
Calif., was 16th in 1:48.09.
Austria's Franz Klarnmer,
winner of the men's downhill
last week, missed a gate and
gave up, and Sweden's
Ingemar Stenmark, one of the
favorites, fell out of contention
with a time of 1:46.51.
Prince Alexandre de
Merode, president of the IOC's
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33-year-old Mrs. Kulakova, a
five-time world champion
cross-country skier, had been
suffering from a cold and
apparently took the drug
without knowledge that it had
been banned.
"It was such a small amount
that it seemed almost an
injustice to take the medal
away," he said. "However, if
wf are to have a medical
commission and rules, we
must enforce them."
The medal presentation for
the event took place on Sun-
day, but Mrs. Kulkova was not
present. Soviet officials
explained, at the time, that
she had been delayed by
traffic. However, it was later
learned she had been sum-
moned before the meeting of
the medical commission.
The IOC, following a report
from its Medical Commission,
said: "Mrs. Kulakova took a
medicament which contained
one of the banned drugs." It
was the first case of doping
since these 12th Winter
Olympic Games started last
Wednesday.
A statement from the IOC
said no further action would
be taken against Mrs.
Kulakova and she will not be
prevented from taking part in
further competition here.
"All competitors are
warned that they should not
Lake any medicament without
the advice of the team doc-
tors," the statement said.
Meanwhile, tiny East
Germany added another gold
medal to its runnerup total
when Ulrich Wehling won the
Nordic combined event today.
Urban Hettich of West Ger-
many won the silver medal
and Konrad Winkler of East
Germany earned the third-
place bronze.
Originally, Winkler was
awarded the bronze medal,
then Finland's Rauno Mit-
tenen was given third place
before the officials reversed
themselves and gave Winkler
the bronze medal once again.
The Nordic combines 70-
meter ski jumping with a 15-
kilometer (9.3 miles) ski race.
Wehling won Sunday's jurn-
ping and maintained the lead
even though Hettich won the
cross country race today in 48
minutes 1.55 seconds.
Cindy Nelson, seeking to
follow Sheila Young's triple-
medal path, grabbed the
bronze ring Sunday for yet
another United States medal
as the upstart Americans
continued baffling the experts
and building momentum
toward possibly their best
medal total since the 1932
Winter Olympics.
Miss NeLson, a daredevil
skier from •Lutsen, Minn.,
finished a surprising third in
the dangerous downhill ski
race Sunday and immediately
staked a claim on more
medals.
"I'm happy with the bronze
medal, but I hope to get a
silver or a gold before I leave
Innsbruck," said Miss Nelson,
20, who shook off some
horrible practice runs to finish
behind Rosi Mittermaier, the
popular gold medalist from'
West Germany, and Austria's
Brigitte Totschnig.
Medals in both the slalom on
Wednesday and the giant
slalom Friday would make
Miss Nelson the second
American to ever win three
medals in one Winter
Olympics. Miss Young, the
sensational speed skater from
Detroit, won her third medal
Saturday, taking a bronze in
the 1,000 meters.
Miss Nelson's bronze gave
the underdog Americans six
medals, six less than their
previous best total,
established in 1932 in Lake
Placid, N.Y. when the United
States won six gold medals.
The United States finished
with 11 medals — four gold —
in 1952 and 10— three gold —
in 1960. Americans have good
medal chances in at least a
half dozen other events in
these 12th Winter Games.
After Sunday's events, the
Soviet Union led the medal
race with seven gold medals
and 14 overall.
The Russians picked up two
gold medals Sunday as double
gold medal winner Tatiana








speed skating race and
Nikolai Bajukov won the 15-
kilometer ( 9.3 miles) cross-
country event.
East Germany was second
with four gold and 10 total
medals, followed by the
United States with one gold,
three silver and Imo bronze.
One of America's best
medal chances comes today in
the third and final phase of the
pairs ice dancing competition.
Colleen O'Connor and Jim
Minns, both of Coloradao
Springs, Colo., are in third
place going into the freestyle
portion of this new Olympic
event.
The Americans are
strongest in the freestyle
phase, so seemed assured of a
bronze with a good shot at the
silver. The Russian pair of
Ludmila Pakhomova and
Aleksandr Gorshkov is firmly
entrenched in first place but
the runner-up Russian duo of
Irina Moiseeva and Andrey
Minenkov is close enough to be
overtaken.
Medals will also be awarded
after competition in the
Nordic combined, which adds
Sunday's 70-meter ski jum-
ping to today's 15-kilometer
( 9.3 miles) crosscountry race.
Also scheduled for today are
the first of two runs in the
men's giant slalom, which
ends Tuesday, and the short
program in men's figure




fectionately dubbed "the old
lady" and "Mama," saved her
best downhill run ever for
Sunday. She had never won a
downhill race in more than 100
atempts down the treacherous
incline.
"If you get older, you also
get smarter," said Miss
Mittertnaler, who won in the
rapid time of 1 minute 46.16
seconds.
Miss Totschnig was second
in 1:46.68 and Miss Nelson
clocked a 1:47.50.
"It's been only the third
time in nine tries on this run
that I've made it all the way
down," Miss Nelson said.
This sunny breakfast
treat served in those
sleepy hours, includes
two farm fresh eggs, a whole
hog sausage pattie, a slice of creamy American
cheese, all served on a steamed bun.
So, wake up with Burger Queen. You may
never eat breakfast on a plate again!









Susie Patterson of Sun
Valley, Idaho, finished 14th
and Leslie Smith of Killington,
Vt., was 26th in a field of 39.
Americans didn't win any
other medals Sunday but
provided two other gritty
performances, one by cross
country hero Bill Koch and the
other by the United States ice
hockey team.
Koch, continuing his lonely
campaign to make the United
States a cross country skiing
power, placed a very
respectable sixth in the 15-
kilometer ( 9.3 miles) com-
petition. Koch, 20, of Guilford,
Vt., took a silver medal
Thursday in the 30-kilometer
(18.6 miles). Before Koch's
performances, Americans had
never finished higher than
15th in a Nordic event.
The young American hockey
team fought Czechoslovakia,
2-6, to a near standstill before
surrendering three goals in
the third period and losing 5-0.
It was the Americans second
loss in two games in Group A
competition.
Czech goalie Jiri Holocek,
called the best goalie in the
world by professional hockey
star Bobby Hull, was flawless
in the nets. Substitute goalie
Jim Warden was outstanding
in the American goal.
In other games, might
Russia, 2-0, pummeled Poland
16-1, scoring 16 goals into the
Polish goal and, actually, one
goal into the Soviet net, and
Finland, 1-1, downed West
Germany 5-3.
The Russians, over-
whelming favorites to repeat
as Olympic champions,
knocked in Poland's only goal
when Soviet defenseman
Aleksandr Gusev accidentally
pushed the puck past his own
goalie.
Nothing much changed in
the speed skating. Miss
Averina, the dominant figure
in the Games, won her fourth
medal, including two gold and
two bronze
Chrles Gilmore, of
Anaheim, Calif., gave up his
starting spot in the 1,500-
meter speed skating event to
Eric Heiden of Madison, Wis.,
saying Eric "has been much
better than me."
There has been criticism of
the selection process to the
United States speed skating
team and Gilmore's decision
came after the U.S. Olympic
Committee had denied a
request by Dr. Jack Heiden
Eric's father, to replace
Gilmore with Heiden.
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Believe in Whirlpool!
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• Full-width storage drawer plus
extra storage compartment
• Automatic Mealtimer* clock
• Balanced-heat oven
• Adjustable broiler control
• High-speed infinite-heat
surface units
• Timed appliance out let
3-Cycle, 3-Temp.
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DRIVING IN :tendert goad Charlie Feshbach (10) of Auntie Per, drives inside and
tries to find. place to dump off the ball. Rsbback bad 19 points in a brilliant effort.
McGinnis Scores 38 Points
As 76ers Edge Past Braves
By The Associated Press
Like many athletes, George
McGinnis likes to put on a
good show when he knows
there's a big audience. So for
the Philadelphia 76ers' $3
6YT011111
PLAYGROURD
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
*like. Check these features ...
09 650 ft. On Beach & Ocean
101 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
• Suites & Apartments
t Restaurant & LoungeNight Club, Dancing &
• Entertainment






O Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
•0 Color TV & Refrigerator
.0 Tennis & Golf Privileges
O 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
O Free chaise lounges
O Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
'it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!
ti
1 i
I 2075 S. Atlantic Ave., ,P.O. Box 7437 i
I Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I
Ph. (904) 255-6461
I. Please send new color
i brochure & rate sheet !
!Name  I
I Street  I
I City State  I
Casta'weNea01 MOM
million man, Sunday's
national TV game against the
Buffalo Braves was just the
ticket.
Big George scored 38 points,
grabbed 21 rebounds and
handed out 10 assists to help
the Sixers snap a five-game
losing streak with a 100-97
triumph.
Cavaliers 83, Bullets 78
Cleveland climbed into a tie
with Washington for the
Central Division lead by
winning before a Coliseum
record crowd of 21,130. The
Ca vs led 56-44 midway
through the third period, the
Bullets closed to within one
and then Dick Snyder and
Foots Walker scored four
points apiece down the stretch
to clinch the victory.
Knicks 97, Celtics 89
Earl Monroe scored 32
points and John Gianelli 20 as
the Knicks ended their five-
game losing streak and
Boston's seven-game winning
streak. It was New York's
first victory over Boston after
11 straight defeats.
Lakers 97, Hawks 89
Gail Goodrich scored 10 of
his game-high 24 points in the
final period to help the Lakers
snap a four-game losing skein.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar added
22 points for LA, which led by
16 in the third period and then
held on.
Warriors 109, Blazers 105
Reserve guard Charles
Dudley helped Gdiden State
erase a 17-point fourth-quarter
deficit and overtake Portland,




suffered a stress fracture in a
leg bone and will be sidelined
for at least five weeks.
Pistons 94, Kings 93
Al Eberhard scored 10 of his
20 points in the third quarter
as Detroit built a 10-point lead
and then turned back a
Kansas City surge.
The victory pulled Detroit
into a tie with Milwaukee for
the lead in the Midwest
Division.
Suns 107, Sonles 101, OT
Paul Westphal hit all four of
his field goal attempts in
overtime to power Phoenix
past Seattle.
Bulls 96, Jazz 92
Chicago's John Laskowski
led a rally that gave the Bulls
their victory.
Gallant [Akers Fall To
Rugged Tilghman 73-65
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Perhaps fired-up by a pre-
game chili supper, the
Calloway County Lakers kept
the heat on regionally top-
ranked Paducah Tilghman for
three periods before the Blue
Tornado used its bench and
height to pull out a tight 73-65
win Saturday night.
Without a doubt one of the
finest performances by a
David King-coached five, the
Lakers slapped four men in
double-digits and threatened
the upset of the season before
PTHS, now 15-4 could focus its
attack.
Behind the efforts of senior
forward Mike Wells' 20 points
and junior guard Tommy
Futrell's 15, the hosts powered
to a 48 per cent floor shooting
figure for the night's work,
compared to the visitors' 40
per cent effort.
Calloway County pulled
down three more rebounds
than the much-taller Tornado,
31-28, and outshot. PTHS, 65
per cent to 63 per cent from
the free throw line. Unfor-
tunately, the Lakers lost in the
most-important statistic ever
kept in a hardwood con-
test—the Endl tally on the
scoreboard.
But the Lakers, who
dropped to 4-12 on the season,
kept Coach Berney Miller's
team scrambling for the
entire contest despite having
but one player over 6-1 and
dressing out four fewer
cagers.
Twice during the early
stages of the opening period,
CCHS lead by three as senior
guard David Williams fired in
a 15 footer for a 6-3 Laker edge
and then seconds later, senior
forward Terry ( Fly) Beane




turnovers during the first five
minutes of the contest and
missed a golden opportunity to
Vandy And Vols To Clash In
Key SEC Game At Knoxville
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Ray Mears of eighth-
ranked Tennessee says the
Vanderbilt Commodores could
easily win the Southeastern
Conference basketball crown
because "they have the
smarts and stability."
Vanderbilt, regarded only
as a darkhorse contender in
preseason speculation, can
move into a share of the lead
tonight with a victory over the
Vols at Knoxville, a spot
where the Commodores have
won only five times in the last
18 years.
An upset victory would
shove the Commodores into
the favorite's role in what has
become a three-way scramble
for the championship. Vandy
will have only two road games
remaining after tonight—at
Louisiana State and
Mississippi, both buried in the
second division.
Tennessee has a 9-1 SEC
mark. No. 14 Alabama and
Vandy stand at 8-2. Tennessee
has tough road games
Notice
I. Noble Simmons wish to announce my retirement from
the Hard Plumbing Co. I would like to thank my friendsand customers for their btraness over the past 25 years.
Hazel Plumbing Co.
is now owned by
Charles H. Guthrie, Jr.
Charie, a long time employee plans to operate the
by 'ness in much the sarne manner as I have. His new
• is across from the Hazel lumber Co. Your future
bus.. ss will be appreciated.
Hazel Plumbing Co.
44164.4 #earsil ase Harel lumber Co
Telephone: Business- 4,92-8134
Nights-49248377
remaining at Florida, Auburn,
Alabama and Mississippi
State.
Alabama still must visit
LSU, Ole Miss, Mississippi
State, Kentucky and Van-
derbilt.
The Tennessee-Vanderbilt
clash highlights a four-game
card. Elsewhere, Florida is at
Alabama, Auburn at
Mississippi State and Ken-
tucky at Georgia. ISU and Ole
Miss have open dates.
In Saturday's action,
Vanderbilt nudged Georgia 71-
69 in double overtime, Ten-
nessee downed Kentucky 92-
85, Alabama stopped Auburn
86-75, Florida beat Mississippi
State 78-71 in overtime and
ISU dumped Ole Miss 67-57.
Vandy won Saturday night
on Joe Ford's backdoor layup
with seven seconds
remaining, ending the
Commodore comeback from a
69-65 deficit in the second
extra period. Jeff Fosnes and
Butch Feher had connected
earlier to get Vandy even in
what proved to be its fourth
overtime triumph in con-
ference play.
The Tennessee-Kentucky
move closer when senior
forward Brandon Warren
missed both ends of a situation
with 1:49 showing.
But PTHS moved within a
point, 14-13, when senior
center James Greer outfought
four Lakers for a rebound and
slapped up his third attempt
which fell through with 59
seconds showing.
Laker center Greg Byars,
who notched 10 points in the
action, grabbed a crucial
rebound to open the second
canto after the hosts led by a
slim 17-15 edge. Then Futrell
was fouled and promptly sank
both shots to push the hosts
ahead by four.
The Blue Tornado grabbed
only its second advantage of
the game with 6:06 showing in
the first half when Delbert
Shumpert dropped in a lay-up
to make it 20-19. But Futrell,
who iced seven of eight free
throws, ripped two more to
boost the hosts ahead for the
remainder of the quarter.
Calloway County enjoyed its
widest edge when Beane
scored on a lay-in with 4:19
remaining to make it 25-20 as
Coach Miller exploded and
signaled for a time-out to
regroup his sagging quint.
Apparently the talk helped
because the visitors out-
pointed the hosts four con-
secutive times to pull into a 26-
26 deadlock with 2:23 left
before Williams tipped a loose
ball through the iron. PTHS
fought back on Tyrone
Goodwin's 15 foot jumper, but
Futrell iced a 25 foot shot of
his own at the buzzer to boost
the hosts out front, 30-28.
CCHS enjoyed a 43 per cent
shooting effort during the first
16 minutes of play, compared
to the Tornado's 30 per cent
figure. The difference came at
the stripe where Coach King's
squad bombed in 10 of 14 as the
visitors were only connecting
8 of 13.
Goodwin brought PTHS
back to within two, 32-30, with
5:14 left in the third, but senior
reserve Don McCuiston
pumped in a short jumper to
boost the hosts ahead. Tilgh-
man went into a full-court
pressure defense, but Wells
found the answer as he
romped down the lane for an
easy lay-in and suddenly,
CCHS had a 36-32 edge.
Two consecutive turnovers
by the Blue Tornado provided
Calloway with another score
and their biggest lead of the
contest, 38-32, as Beane tipped
a pass from Futrell into the
net with 4:06 remaining.
A three-point play be senior
PTHS forward Rodney Cash
pulled the visitors closer and a
bucket by the 6-4 reserve
seconds later cut the Laker
lead to one, 38-37.
The two clubs battled on
even terms for the remainder
of the period until Goodwin
stole a Laker pass under the
Calloway goal and dribbled
the length of the court for a
score and a 44-42 Tornado
advantage. Then on the in-
bounds play, Shumpert
grabbed the pass and stuffed
the ball through the iron as the
horn sounded to give the
visitors their widest margin to
date.
A tip by Tilghman reserve
Charles Whitehead shoved
PTHS ahead, 48-42, before
Williams fought his way in for
a score and a foul. He missed
the free throw but Futrell
grabbed the rebound and fired
in a 25 footer which touched
nothing on the way through.
A second later after
McCuiston had hauled down a
missed PINS shot, Wells
bombed in a jumper from
Futrell's 25 foot mark that
knotted the contest at 48-all
with 6:29 showing in the ac-
tion.
Tilghman earned a three-
point play when Williams
fouled Goodwin a minute later
and then McCuiston fouled out
1fRAPPW — Jeff *pikes (34) of the Racers tries to flad s
piste to go and he does as he skips past Micky Fisher of Aestin
Posy for a kryep,
against Whitehead, who
connected on both attempts to
push the visitors ahead 53-48.
Futrell pulled the trigger
again from 20 feet out on the
left side to cut the Lakers'
deficit to three, but Shumpert
matched his effort for Tilgh-
man in the start of a blitz by
the visitors which ultimately
racked in eight consecutive
points. When it was over,
PINS lead 60-51 and 3:45
showed on the scoreboard
when Coach King called time.
Shumpert had been the
leader of that Tornado
rampage which netted him six
of his game-leading 25
markers in a fine individual
effort.
Calloway pulled within eight
on two different occasions
afterwards once when Byars
hit a pair of free throws to
make it 63-55, and again when
he connected on a jumper over
Whitehead that put the Lakers
down just 65-57.
At that point, Wells fouled
Shumpert in an attempt to get
the ball and Tilghman
collected two more points. A
jumper by Williams with 1:05
left cut the Laker deficit to 67-
61, but a wide-open lay-in by
Whitehead seconds later
shoved PTHS ahead for good.
Wells connected on a shot
from the side to pull Calloway
within six, but PTHS's James
Greer hit a lay-up with seven
seconds left to ice the win.
The Lakers travel to Lone
Oak on Tuesday evening in
their next action to meet the
highly regarded Purple Flash

















fgfttpPfWells 9 2 4 20
Futrell 4 7 2 15
5 0 2 10
Byars 3 4 4 20
Beane 4 0 4 8
Don IdeCuisten 1 0 5 2
TOtala X 13 19 65
llroovers: CCHS-20 PTHS-16
Paducah 15 13 111 27-73










match was marred by seven
technical fouls and a fight that
saw the Vols Johnny Darden
and Kentucky's Truman
Claytor ejected.
Alabama pulled away from
Auburn down the stretch,
after a three-point play by
Rickey Brown shoved the Tide
in front 72-70 with 7:27
remaining.
Mike Lederman's layup
with 1:22 left in overtime
broke a 71-71 deadlock as
Florida went on to its victory
over Mississippi State. I.S1/
handed Ole Miss its 13th
straight conference defeat,.
including 10 this year.
Top scorers in Saturday's
action were Tennessee's Ernie
Grunfeld 32, Mike Jackson 28
and Bernard King 22,
Kentucky's Mike Phillips 20
and Jack Givens 18, Van-
derbilt's Dicky Keffer 18,
Georgia's Jacky Dorsey 22,
Alabanra's Anthony Murray
24 and Leon Douglas 20,
Auburn's Mike Mitchell 21 and
Eddie Johnson 19, Florida's
Gene Shy 21, State's Ray
White and Wiley Peck 19 each,
1..SU's Kenny Higgs 22, and
Ole Miss' John Billips 16.
Jacobs Sets New School
Mark In Weekend Meet
One Murray State school
record was broken and
several individuals set per-
sonal bests over the weekend
as the Racer track team
participated in the Indiana
Indoor Invitational.
No team scores were kept as
about 500 individuals par-
ticipated in the meet.
The record by the Racers
came in the 300-yard dash
where Cuthbert Jacobs
finished second and recorded
a 30.2. It clipped .1 second off
the old mark, held by Jacobs.
lit the 1,000-yard run. Dennis
Mabbit ran a personal best
2:13.8 and was only .3 second
off the school record. Mabbit
finished second in the, event.
In the same event, Mike
Vowell was sixth and had a
personal best time of 2:17.8.
Sylvester Onyekwe had a
personal best of 1:12.3 and was
third in the 600 while Lester
Flax was seventh in 1:13.4.
In the mile-run, sophomore
MartYn Brewer was seventh
with an indoor personal best of
4:13.3. In the three-mile run,
freshman Ralph Cheek had a
personal best of 14:16.3.
Brian Rutter was seventh in
the two-mile run with a per-
sonal best of 8:59.7 while Bob
Arnet, though not placing,
recorded a personal best of
9:28.
In the triple jump, Patrnore
Chatham placed seventh with
a 47-6 %. The mile-relay team
was clocked in 3.21 1 and
Jacobs did not run in that
event.
The splits were Onyekwe
49.8, Norman Simms 49.8,
Flax 51.8 and Mabbitt 49.7.
The next meet for the
Racers will be the OVC Indoor
Championships to be held
February 20-21 at Middle
Tennessee.
AT LAST . . .
A telephone book for your toll free area only. No longer
will you have to suffer through all those extra pages
trying to find the number you want to call or lose time
looking in the wrong yellow pages for the merchantwhose services you need!
"Lomar, Inc." publishers of over 400 local market dir-ectories. . . IN COOPERATION WITH THE PROGRES-SIVE BUSINESSES OF THE MURRAY AREA . . . are now
producing a locql market telephone book to be distri-
buted to the entire toll free area. Including Murray,
Kirksey, Hardin, Aurora, New Concord, Lynn Grove,Hazel and South Hazel, Tenn.
IT WILL CONTAIN:
• THE MAN'S NAME WIFE'S NAME CORRECT ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER
ERION, DOUGLAS J. (LYNNE) 210$. Block 354-1224
• A COMPLETE YELLOW PAGE SECTION OF LOCAL MERCHANTS ONLY
• FRONT SECTION HAS ALL THE VITAL STATISTICS OF AREA CLUBS
ORGANIZATIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENT OF-
FICIALS AND HISTORY OF THE AREA.
• CIRCULATION IN EXCESS OF 12,000
Representatives are now in the area
to be sure everyone is listed properly
YOUR COOPERATION IS APPRECIATED
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It Wasn't Really That Close Folks
Thanks Lake.
It certainly looks better in the papers around the con-
ference. That 89-78 final score could have been 100-65 and
that would have been rather humiliating.
There were some rather odd things happening in the
new Dunn Center Saturday. Perhaps the oddest was the
reaction of the fans who seemed to be more pleased
looking around at the gym than making noise.
Only twice in the game did the fans ever come to life.
About the only time everyone in the gymnasium stood on
their feet was at the final buzzer when the game ended and
people started heading for their cars.
With 4:25 left in the game, The Peay was cruising along
with an 85-60 lead and on several occasions, the Governors
scored on fastbreaks and Murray had to wait until
someone went down the floor to throw the ball inbouncis.
To say that Murray played dead was to say that the bir-
ds are causing problems in Russellville. It was that bad.
The statistics are also deceiving. Murray shot .459 in the
game but you have to remember that mark got boosted
quite a bit during the final 4:25 when the Racers outscored
the Governors 18-4.
It's been sort of like that all season.. up and down, up
and down.
Maybe, just maybe, tonight against a good Indiana
State club, the Racers will be back up. If they aren't,






I AP) — The inevitable
question came up in the wake
of Johnny Miller's brilliant
triumph in the Bob Hope
Desert Golf Classic:
How does Johnny Miller
compare with Jack Nicklaus?
This time — in contrast to
some of his observations of the
last two years — Johnny
Miller was having none of it.
"I don't want to be com-
pared to Jack," said Miller,
who has moved to the fore as
the heirapparent to Nicklaus'
reign as pro golf's premier
performer.
"I might win as many
tournaments as Jack, but I'll
never win as many major
tournaments."
And he even has quite a












Miller's nine-under-par 63 —
the best round in more than 12
months of tour activity —
provided him with a three-
stroke victory, put him past a
milestone and nailed down his
17th American tour title
Sunday.
Rik Massengale made a
gritty, last round challenge
until Miller rolled in an 18 foot,
downhill birdie putt on the 16th
green. He finished second with
a 67-347. Vietnam veteran
Buddy Allin was third at 67-
348.
Jim Colbert, who had an
amazing 28 on his last nine,
Jerry Heard and Dave
Newquist were at 351. Colbert
had a 64, Heard 67 and
Newquist 69.
Arnold Palmer, a five-time
winner of this tournament,
withdrew after three rounds
because of the death of his
father.
The victory put Miller 41
tournaments behind Nicklaus.
He'd have to average five a
year for the next eight years
( he'd be 36 — Jack's present
age — at that time) to be close
even if Jack never wins again.
In the matter of the majors —
the U.S. and British Opens, the
Masters and PGA — Miller
would face an all-but-
impossible task. Nicklaus has
won 14. Miller has won one.
Only Nicklaus has won more
than 11. Even if Johnny won
that many, he'd still be short.
He collected $36,000 from
the total purse of $180,000 for
his successful defense of the
Hope.
FOR SALE
To The Highest Bidder
The Parting Lot, Lots, and Three Buildings
Of The Present Campus Of
MID-CONTINENT BAPTIST
BIBLE COLLEGE
North Fifteenth At Dunbar
Mayfield, Ky.
I ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 58's100', 2 Rion, 10,000 Sq. Ft.,
Brick and Block Coestructiee.
1-MULT1-AC11VITIES BUILDING, 35'40', 2 Floors, 5,600 Sq. R., Inck
aid Block Construction.
1-BOY'S DORMITORY BOOR STORE BUILDING, 37:10', 2 Fars,
5,760 Sq. Ft., Brick and Block Construcboe.
(3-Buidings Total • 21.360 Sq. Ft., on a total lot arse of 21,051 Sq.
Ft.
BIDS TO BE OPENED ON
MONDAY, FEB. 23, 1976
(The Sc hoot's Trustees reserve the rigid to accept or rend am and ill
bids)
If Interested, Contact
THE MID-CONTINENT BAPTIST BIBLE COLLEGE




O.C. Markham, President, or
Wendel H. None, Sr.,
Building Comm. Chinn.
riehllemmer 
There's one thing you can say about Calloway County's
chances in the post-season tournaments.
The Lakers should view the District Tournament with
optimism. There's no way tournament play can be any
tougher than what the regular season has been.
Calloway came close to beating Tilgtunan...so close that
the Blue Tornado is probably wondering how in the world
the Leiters have only a 4-12 record to show for their work.
On the other hand, Murray High is 9-5 and it looks as if
the Tigers may be beginning to put it all together.
The cage predictions were 4-2 for Saturday games and
now stand at 114-56 for the season for a .671 mark. Here
are the picks for Tuesday games:
Calloway at LONE OAK by 12—The Lakers are capable
of beating the Purple Flash.. .but probably not at Lone Oak
where the hosts have a history of being near-unbeatable. -
Marshall County at MURRAY HIGH by nine—Murray
High will be out to avenge an earlier loss. The Tigers
should avenge it.
Other picks: REIDLAND at Heath by 11, FULT'ON
CITY at Farmington by 23, ST. MARY at Fulton County
by three, MAYFIELD at Carlisle County by two, HICK-





Ledger tic Times Sports Editor
The Charlie Fishback Pizza
Party will be held Wednesday
night at Clarksville.
The object of the beer and
pizza blast is to make sure the
senior guard of Austin Peay
gets enough votes to crack the
starting lineup in the Pizza
Hut Basketball Classic.
Fishback started his party a
little early. In fact, he started
It Saturday night in the
beautiful Dunn Center as he
scored 19 points and Austin
Peay gobbled up Murray 89-78
about as easy as someone
could gobble up a pizza.
It was so easy for The Peay
that the crowd hardly
bothered to get excited. At one
time, the Racers were left
staggering and flat-footed, 25
points behind, and it looked as
if -the team had been to the
beer blast too.
Austin Peay didn't play that
lION scomit — hiss. Willions (49) of the Racers goes up over Colvin Garrett (under
Willinms) and picks up two of his 30 points while Gary Greene (40) sod Sam Drummer (behind
Gnome) witch the (action. The Governors defeated Murray State 89-78.
(SW4 notes by Mike Brasidon)
Middle Stuns Western
71-65 At Diddle Arena
By The Associated Press
Middle Tennessee's 71-65
upset win over Western
Kentucky has just about dealt
a lethal blow to the Hilltop-




The Blue Raiders went into
the Saturday night game as
underdog after losing their
last four conference games,
including an 83-69 loss to
Western.
"I tell you, this is not a bad
basketball team," Middle
Tennessee coach Jimmy
Earle said after the game at
Bowling Green. We have
been in every game we have
played, and the ones we have
lost we lost close. Tonight we
won one."
Western Kentucky coach
Jim Richards said his team
wasn't up emotionally for the
game.
"I guess maybe I just didn't
think about it happening,"
Richards said. "We simply
cannot effort to take an Ohio
Valley Conference team
lightly just because we beat
them once before. I'm afraid
That's what we may have
been guilty of."
In other OVC games
Saturday, Austin Peay ex-
tended its first-place lead in
the conference to three games
with a 89-78 victory over
Murray, Tennessee Tech
defeated East Tennessee 119-
97 and Morehead beat Eastern
Kentucky 72-53.
Austin Peay hosts Middle
Tennessee in the only OVC
game tonight. In non-
conference games, Eastern
Kentucky plays Marshall.
Indiana State is at Murray and
Western Kentucky plays
Dayton.
Tennessee Tech's 119 points
in its victory over East
Tennessee is a new schce,
well. Murray made the
Governors look good.
The Racers committed 22
floor errors in the game, the
most costly ones coming
midway through the first
period when Austin Peay
hadn't yet decided to start
With 8:32 left in the first
half, freshman Vic Jordan hit
a short jumper and cut the
Governors' lead to 25-24. Over
the next four minutes, the
Racers failed to score while
Austin Peay put 10 points on
the board and stretched the
cusion out to 35-24
By intermission, the
Governors led 48-34 and there
was never again any doubt as
to who would win.
"We were afraid we might
have a little letdown," Austin
Peay Coach Lake Kelly said.
"After beating Western the
way we did last Monday, we
were a little afraid we
wouldn't be mentally
prepared for Murray," Kelly
added.
There was little noise from
the small crowd of 5,510. The
largest cheer came when the
announcer said: "With seven
minutes left to go at Bowling
Green, it's Middle Tennessee




Dr. Adam Lanning of the
department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Murray State
ran in the Invitational
Master's Mile at the 16th
Annual Mason-Dixon Games
held in Louisville this past
weekend.
Lanning, along with eleven
other 40 and over age-group
runners, particpated in the
indoor event held at Freedom
Hall. Finishing fifth in the
field, his time was 5:25.
Lanning's time was nine
seconds slower than the
winner of the Open Women's
Mile, Lisa Moore, last year's
premier frosh phenom at
Murray State, who now at-
tends the University of
Kentucky at Lexington.
Lanning, the current
president of The Murray
Marathoners, a local long-
distance running club, said
that he and perhaps other
local runners will be taking
part in the Third Olympiad
Memorial Marathon at St
Louis on February 29th
At Clarksville, it was Austin
Peay 81 and Murray 58 when
the announcement was made.
"I'm glad we were that far
ahead when we heard about
the Western game," Kelly
said.
If our game had been close,
it might have put a little more
pressure on us."
There was little pressure of
any kind during the game. In
particular, there was very
little pressure defense.
For some reason, Austin
Peay's defense never got as
intense and excited as it
usually does against Murray.
Murray's defense never had
the chance to get excited as
Fishback seemed to fire in
bombs at just the right
moment to take away any kind
of momentum Murray might
have had.
As it has been all season for
Murray, the best part of the
game was the performance by
Jesse Williams. Over-
shadowed by defeat, Williams
stole the show as he fired in a
game-high 30 points and
pulled down 10 rebounds.
Time after time, Williams
got the fall deep in the corner
and time after time, the ball
hit nothing but net. Grover
Woolard also played an out-
standing as he had 18
points and nine rebounds.
More impressive, Woolard
had 11 assists in the contest
record. Frank Jones led the
scoring with his own career
high 41 points with Tom Sch-
mid adding 30. Kindall Finder
was the high scorer for East
Tennessee with 32 points.
Ted Hundley was the high-
point man with 22 in
Morehead's win over Eastern
Kentucky. The game
remained closed throughout
the first half until Morehead
launched an attack, at the end
01 the half, outscoring Eastern
16-1. Carl Brown was the
Leading scorer for Eastern
with 18 points.
Erving Does Everything
By The Associated Press
It was another one of those
days for Julius Erving: 40
points, 20 rebounds, nine
assists, six steals, four
blocked shots.
"He's not just playing great
basketball now — he's super
human," said New York Nets
--oach Kevin Loughery, who's
running out of ways to
describe his star forward, who
led the Nets to a 110-104 vie
tory over the Indiana Pacer,
Sunday.
Erving was aided by John
Williarnson,who had 28 point
as the Nets posted their ninth
victory in 10 games against
Indiana this season.
Elsewhere in the American
he Denver Nuggets nipped the
Kentucky Colone1e.116-114 and
the San Antonio Spurs beat the
Virginia Squires 112-105.
The Nets trailed 16-8 before
Erving got them going with a
Pair of driving three-point
plays in a 12-0 spurt. They
opened a 10-point lead in the
third period, and Indiana was
unable to threaten.
Ervingis peformance over-
shadowed the effort of Indiana
*ward Billy Knight, who had
*pointa and a career high 20
rabeends.
and only had three turnovers.
Tommy Wade, who played
just a little over half the game,
hit five of 10 from the long
range and added 12 points.
Surprisingly, Murray
outrebouncied The Peay 43-39.
From the floor, the Governors
hit 42-80 for a .525 pace while
Murray hit .459 on 34 of 74 field
goal attempts.
Austin Peay is now 7-1 in the
league and enjoys a two-game
lead over second-place
Western Kentucky.
The Racers fall to 3-5 in the
conference and 7-11 overall
and will host Indiana State
tonight. Austin Peay, 16-3
overall, will get a rugged test
tonight as they vist Murphy
Athletic Center to tangle with
an improved Middle Ten-
nessee club.
Pon
Ig-fga ft-eta rb pf tp
3-4 0-0 7 5 I
=game 3-7 0-0 5 2 6
Williams 13-72 4-4 10 0 30
Woolard 7-19 4-4 9 IS
Wide 5-10 2-2 0 2 12
Hughes 2-7 0-0 4 1 4
E. Williams 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Smith 1-1 04 1 0 2
Leffler 04 0-0 3 0 0
Totals 34-74 10-10 43 11 71
Mw* her
fg-fga ft-eta rb pf tp
Howard 5-12 0-0 7 1 1
Drummer 6-16 2-6 9 1 I
Garner 4-6 0-0 9 2
1,1sh back 1-15 3-3 3 1 1
Jackson 5-10 0-0 2 1
Greene 4-5 04 2
Ftsher 34 0.0 1
Garrett 34 0-0 3
Epley 1-2 04 0
Smith 1-3 0-0 0










Rates go down after 5 PM weekdays,
when you dial the 1+ way. So you can
call more often and talk longer.
low i 4 rates do nol cost* to 0+ dialed long distance calls I + rates do
apply to station calk you dial yourself. Or 00110o Oak placed with an
operakx where long distance dialing facilities are not available Low
I + rates do not apply to operator-aniseed Ook suCh as person-to-per -
son, coin, hotel-motel guest. Credit cord. collect cals. and on coils
charged to another number. Including special billing numbers
PAl
-























Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Introdudng the Scout
that'll hang in anywhere.
You find the terrain, and this Scout • 0 will hang tough
With selective four-wheel drive, a range of •nginie options,
a winch in the front, and a roll ber instead of a roof, this
Scout is ready.
Ready to climb hills, ford streams, clod hang in there where
most other four-wheirlers con's.




See peur kulenoutiesool Itarrester Demise. di
Taylor Motors, Inc.





















PARTS • SERVICE • RECONDITIONED
POWER EQUIPMENT • CONVENIENT FINANCING
ES-11
McKeel Equipment
112 Weise Co. Inc.. 753 31512
Your Complete Tractor Headquarters
Underneath the stars and stripes is the new II Case 1570, 2-wheel drive tractor. The
Racine, Wisconsin farm equipment manufacturer is making a limited number of the
-Spirit of 76" tractors available during the Bicentennial Year to commemorate its long
history of meeting the American farmer's needs. Rated at 180 pto horsepower, the
1570 is the largest 2-wheel drive tractor in the Case line. It is also the only tractor in this
power range available to farmers that offers the advantages of a 12-speed power shift
as standard equipment. Power for the new tractor is furnished by a Case 6-cylinder,
504 cubic inch turbocharged diesel. A supercharged hydraulic system can power up to
four remote hydraulic circuits. Lifting capacity of the Category III hitch is 7925 pounds
24 inches behind the hitch points. A Case-built roll protected cab with air conditioning
and heater is standard.
Prices Paid Farmers
Down, Expenses Up
WASHINGTON 1AP ) —
Prices paid to farmers for
their produce have dropped in
three of the past four months,
including a decline of one-halt
of 1 per cent from Dec. 15 to
Jan. 15, says the Agriculture
Department. But farmers'
expenses were up.
The latest drop was sparked
by lower prices for cattle,
eggs and apples, the depar-
tment's Crop Reporting Board
said Friday. Higher prices for
corn, soybeans and potatoes
failed to offset the reductions.
Even so, officials said, the
over-all farm price index
averaged 8 per cent more than
it did on Jen. 15 of last year.
However, farm expenses were
up 6 per cent from a year
earlier, including a 1 per cent
gain the past month.
Farm prices declined last
October and November before
rising 1 per cent in December.
Although farm prices are
instructive indicators, they
often vary widely from month
to month and do not
necessarily foretell major
changes in retail prices at the
consumer level.
Fruit prices averaged 7 per
cent below Dec. 15, including
the lower prices for apples and
lemons, and were 4 per cent
below Jan. 15, 1975. Poultry
and egg prices, over-all,
declined 3 per cent, despite
higher broiler prices because
turkeys and other chickens
were less.
Potato prices rose during
the month to $4.52 per 100
pounds, a .gain of 42 cents.
Corn averaged $2.44 a bushel,
up 7 cents from Dec. 15, but
was 63 cents below a year
earlier.
The price index for meat
animals was down 1 per cent
from Dec. 15 but averaged 23
per cent more than it did a
year earlier. Hogs held steady
at $47.50 per 100 pounds, but
the average for all beef cattle
dropped $1 to $33.50 per
hundredweight.
The beef cattle index in-
cludes prices for all such
animals regardless of whether
they are prime steers, old
cows or senile bulls. Cow
prices, for example, were up
$2 per 100 pounds to an
average $22.10 while prices for
steers and heifers were down
$1.90 to $37.20 per 100 pounds.
Wool, Mohair Program
To Continue Unchanged
The incentive price of 72
cents a pound for marketings
of shorn wool and a support of
80.2 cents a pound for mohair
will continue unchanged from
1974 and 1975 levels, David
Riley, Director, Calloway
County ASCS Office, said.
Riley said he received word
from Washington DC that
these prices are in accordance
with the National Wool Act, as
amended, by the Agricultural
Act of 1970 and the Agriculture
and Consumer Protection Act
of 1973. The amended National
Wool Act requires that support
shall be at the above levels for
each of the marketing years
beginning January 1, 1971 and
ending December 31, 1977.
"Pulled wool will continue
to be supported at a level
comparable to the incentive
price for shorn wool through
payments on unshorn Iambs,"
Riley said.
He said that as in past
years, shorn wool payments'
will be based on a percentage
for each producer's returns
for sales. The percentage will
be that required to raise the
national average price
received by all producers
from shorn wool up to the
announced incentive price of
72 cents a pound.
Mohair payments will be
calculated in a manner
similar to wool.
Present market conditions
indicate that payments may
be required on 1975
marketings of shorn wool.
Mohair prices, however, will
likely remain above the
support level.
Applicants for all ASCS
programs will be given equal
consideration without regard




NEW YORK (AP) — In an
economic downturn, marketing
alone among all corporate tune-
torus assumes a positive role, a
Chicago executive told the Con-
ference Board's three-day 1975
marketing conference here
Conway G. Ivy, director of
the corporate planning for
Gould Inc., said "Only market-
ing, it seems to me, among all
other operations of a company,
can take offensive rontingency
measures which are positive in
both their approach and end re-
sult. Like placing emphasis on
export sales, or undertaking
special promotion to deplete an
excessive finished goods in-
ventory Marketing in that re-
spect is unique.
f'141 other company Opel.-
manufactering. pur-
chasing, personnel, what-have-
you — afl of these lake essen-tially defensive approaches in
coiIngsncy Planning with






New Concord Adult Farmer
Class will meet at the Murray
Area Vocational Center at 7:00
p.m.
Almo Adult Farmer Class




Lynn Grove Adult Fanner
Class will meet at the Murray
Area Vocational Center at 7:00
p.m.
Thursday, February 12
Hazel Adult Farmer Class
will meet at Dees Bank of
Hazel at 7:00 p.m.
County Beef Production
meeting will be at the Murray




Coleman and Dan McKeel,
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.,
Murray, have just returned
from a three-day Agricultural
Equipment Management
Conference in Kansas City
Missouri. He was one of over
1200 North American dealer
representatives of Case
Company attending the
conference held January 25, 26
and 27.




heard evaluations of the
current situation in American
agriculture from leaders of
the Case Company, including
Thomas J. Guendel, president
and executive officer; Morris
W. Reid, chairman of the
board; Edward J. Campbell,
group vice president-North
America; and James J. Gill,
vice president and manager of
the Agricultural Equipment
Division.
Dealers also received an
advance showing of new Case
products being produced in
1976. Included were a new 2-
wheel drive, 180 pto hor-
sepower Model tractor and 12
new ground working im-
plements. The 1570 is being
offered numbers in "Spirit of
'76" colors to mark the
Bicentennial and to com-
memorate Case Company's
long history of meeting the
needs of the American far-
Mel".
A Covuerear Tip
Sri exameles easelafees et
ISIS UK Ceases at ft/Mew"
"Open dating" refers to
the date you see printed on
the packages of such perish-
able foods as cream cheese,
cottage cheese, eggs, and
baked goods. These inform
you of the freshness of these
products, UK Extension
specialists in home manage-
ment say. The product dated
FEB 26 should stay fresh in
your refrigerator longer than
similar one dated FEB 19.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriailture
Although gardening is
commonly considered as a
spring and early-summer
enterprise, the late-summer
and fall garden deserves con-
sideration, too, and the time
to plan for a late garden is
now—at the same time spring
garden plans are being made.
Except in dry-land areas,
according to C.R. Roberts,
UK Extension vegetable
specialist, all garden space
should be kept fully occupied
throughout the growing sea-
son. Second and third plant-
ings of crops adapted for late
season growing not only pro-
vide a supply of fresh vege-
tables for the autumn
months, but often give better
products for canning, freez-
ing, and storing. Late-grown
snap and lima beans, for
example, are well adapted to
freezing and canning. 11-ien
such vegetables as beets, car-
rots, turnips, and Chinese
cabbage can be produced for
storage In Kentucky, the lateo
autumn garden is often as
important as that Produced in
early fall.
Roberts suggests that,
when making garden plans
and arranging spring plant-
ings, all early-maturing crops
be grouped so that is soon as
one crop is harvested another
can be planted in its place. It
is not desirable, however, to
follow a crop with another of
the same kind. The second
planting should be with an
unrelated crop. In other
words, beans should not be
followed by beans or corn by
corn.
Early peas or beans can be
followed by late cabbage,
celery, carrots, or beets. Early
corn or potatoes can be fol-
lowed by fall turnips, spin-
ach, or kale. It is not always
necessary to wait until the
early crop is entirely
removed. A later crop can be
planted between the rows of
the early crop—for example,
sweet corn between potato
rows. The practice of planting
a late roasting-ear patch in
the potato patch is a practice
that has been carried on and
has worked successfully for
generations. Cultivating the
corn, usually only with a hoe,
will keep down the late-spring
weeds and crabgrass and
make potato digging easier.
The main reason, of
course, for not following an
early crop with another of
the same kind is this: crops
subject to attack by the same
diseases and insects should
not follow each other.
Some old time gardeners
who always follow succession
planting practices vow that
late-groven vegetables have a
better taste than those
maturing early in the season.
No doubt the nearness of im-
pending winter, when vege
tables fresh from the garden
will be no more for a long
time, does enhance the twee.
A ripe tomato plucked in
October seems to have more
taste and flavor than the first
one pulled in July. That lest
mess of green beans in the fall
seems to taste better than the
first mass harvestad in June,
and even $ roasting ear tato
mighty good in late autumn.
Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Rood
753-71 1 1 — Max Keel, Mgr.
If You're Planning On Raising Corn in
'76 - See The Folks At
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT
For Any Type Of
CORN HEAD
We Have Any Brand You Want!
NEED EXTRA POWER?
BUY AN M&W TURBO CHARGER
A New Dimension in Diesel Engine Ef-
ficiency. Check With Us For Price on
Complete Installation.
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY ALL WEE
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
I OPEN IT 7:30 MONDAY DIU SATURDAY
PROM 2414020 PHONE 153-1452 AFT 5 PM




I Take My Account
Before Age 591/2?
If you receive all or a part of
your account before age 591/2,
and are not disabled, you'll pay
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will
you have to include the amount
received in your ordinary in-
come for the year of receipt,
but a Federal penalty tax equal
to 10 per cent of the amount
received will be imposed.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
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Olde Homey Hints Avoca Farm Making Strides in Agriculture
To dye wood floors, a mix-
tare of the inside bark of the
red oak was used. A dark
color was set with copperas.
After the dye was applied
and let dry, the floor was
wiped with a weak lye. Fi-
nally, the floor was rubbed
with a waxed brush.
To remove rust from
ives, they were rubbed
ery hard whh a piece of
ashed leather dipped in
•wdered charcoal, mois-
ned with spirits of wine.
is was-rubbed off quickly










Yqu've seen red clover
"fade-out"... if you've
witched your stand slow-
ly' fail right after its first
cutting. ItF3 Brand Resists
Fade-out, and yields high
for 2 harvest years.
RF's Brand is a long-
endurance blend of red
clovers. It defies the




process. RP Brand Red
Clover seed is clean, free-
flowing, ready to plant.
Add RP Brand alone to
your green chop cycle, or
raix it with Lorain Tim-
othy or Frode Orchard-







t Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 753-5572
SEEDS
An R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. experimental farm tucked
in next to Albemarle Sound in
Bertic County, N.C. has been
the scene of dramatic advances
in agricultural research in
recent years.
The 2,000-acre Avoca Divi-
sion was intended to provide
Reynolds Tobacco with a
testing ground for new crops
and new technological
dokkloprnents- in agriculture: -it
has become, however, a profit-
center. whik still adhering to its
initial mission.
Avoca was the Went for the
development of a mechanical
tobacco harvester, an advance-
ment that promises much for
the southern tobacco farmer.
who has seen the availability of
labor and its increasing costs
work to his disadvantage over
the past decade.
Initial work on the tobacco
harvester was done by N. C.
State University, but R. J.
Reynolds took the prototype,
tested and modified it, and
finally came up with a version
that performed this previously
labor-intensive task efficiently.
After its development, the
harvester was turned over to an
equipment manufacturer for
production and distribution.
Although much work at
Avoca has been tobacco-
oriented, the diversity of
agricultural experimentation
and production has been
steadily increasing.
A strain of peanuts, called
Avoca II. was developed at the
farm's research facilities. Avoca
II peanuts can be identified in
the field by their large leaves
and rapid growth. The peanuts
offer farmers planting them
much higher yields, 3,003
lbs./acre in test plots in Bertie
County, as compared to a
'popular conventional variety's
1,889 lbs. The good tasting
peanuts are currently being
marketed in Winston-Salem.
R. J. Reynolds' headquarters.
In the mid-Sixties, plantings
of Bahamian chili peppers were
. begun, and this fiery crop has
proven to be a viable addition to
the far's product mix.
When investigation of the
feasibility of chili pepper
cultivation was started, one
major problem arose. Labor
costs associated with harvesting
the peppers prohibited the
normal growing at Avoca, so
the company's research group
turned to mechanization. They
first planted the peppers using a
machine, bypassing the normal
bed production method.. The
plants grew well, producing an
abundance of the small, hot
peppers. Then a mechanical
pepper harvester, developed by
the company's Mechanical
Development Department, was
used to pick the pepper crop.
Today. Avoca has probably
the only mechanized produc-
tion of chili peppers in the
world. In addition to selling the
whole hot chilies to spice and
food manufacturers, the Avoca
Division also markets pepper
mash and the valuable pepper
oleoresin oil found in the plant
for use in flavoring.
Another commodity that has
proved itself successful at
Avoca is much more exotic than
peanuts, pepper, or tobacco.
From the clary sage plant, the
( lary sage at Avoca Farm ready for
harvest. From this unique plant,
technicians at the processing facility
owned by the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. will extract essential




necessary to the soap anct
cosmetics trade.
The sage oil production at
Avoca is of interest because it is
the only facility for producing
and refining these essential oils
in the United States. The only
Technicians and workers at Avoca
during the clary sage harvest. After
the sage is combined, it will be
processed and refined to yield
essential oils used by cosmetics
manufacturers and other consumer'
oriented firms.
Two Weeds Competing
For No. 1 Distinction
Wild cane and johnsongrass
are competing in Kentucky for
the dubious distinction of the
number one problem weed in
corn reports Dr. Charles
Rieck, University of Kentucky
agronomist.
Of the approximate-one and
one-half million acres of corn
planted in Kentucky, one third
of it oi more is economically
infested with johnsongrass
and wild cane. Of the infested
acreage, average yield losses
amount to 40 to 60 bushels per
acre. "We don't have a
johnsongrass control program
that will satisfy 100 per cent of
a grower's johnsongrass
problems," Dr. Rieck reports.
Though the state's average
yield is about 87 bushels per
acre, Dr. Rieck sees no dif-
ficulty at all in producing
more than 150 bushels per
acre. "Many growers are not
producing this due to a variety
of reasons including poor
weed control, fertility, timing
and labor demands." Prac-
tically 90 per cent of Kentucky
corn growers are suffering
some loss due to these weeds,"
be reports.
Johnsongrass was brought
, into this country from Turkey
In 1856 as a forage plant,
surprisingly enough. The
weed moved into Kentucky
soon thereafter, and has been
a problem ever since, explains
Dr. Rieck. Wild cane has
become an increasing
economic problem only within
the last five years.
Weed problems in Kentucky
vary with locality and crop-
ping system, Dr. Rieck ex-
plains. Johnsongress and Wild
cane are the most severe
species in bottorriland con-
ventionally tilled corn, with
Built for your
Kind of Farming
MF 235 42 hp*
Built for your kind of farming
4.1ore power than ever








Industrial Rd. MP 753-1319
other sources for these oils in
the entire world are certain
parts of France and the Soviet
Union. Only at Avoca and in
the Soviet Union are the oils of
the sage plant completely
extracted and refined.
Besides clary sage. Avoca is
also the test site for other crops
that are necessary to the
cosmetic and flavoring
industires, such as basil and
Another thrust to the total
operation at Avoca is that much
of the work done by R. J.
Reynolds has helped farmers in
Bertie and neighboring N. C.
counties to broaden their
.agricultural base. Some farmers
are growing sage and chili
peppers on a contract basis for
R. J. Reynolds and many others
are considering expanding their
traditional tobacco and peanut
base to include some of the
newer, "exotic" crops.
From tobacco to sage to
honey., the agricultural
experimentation and produc-
tion at R. J. Reynolds' Avoca
Di•ision is reaping benefits for
the company, for the industries
that it supplies, for eastern
North Carolina farmers and for
the consumer.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
which owns Avoca. is a sub-
sidiary of R. J. Reynolds
Industries, Inc.. a diversified
worldwide corporation. R. J.
Reynolds Industries is also the
parent company of Sea-Land
Service, Inc., containerized
shipping; American Indepen-
dent Oil Company, inter-
national petroleum; RJR
Foods. Inc., foods and
beverages; RJR Archer. Inc..
aluminum products and
packaging; and R. J. Reynolds
nutsedge becoming an in- Tobacco International. Inc.
creasing problem. In upland
corn which is often planted no-
till, problem annuals like
panicum and perennials are
very troublesome.
Control of these problem
pests, especially John-
songrass, is being carried out
with the use of Eradicane.
Both treatments with this
biodegradable herbicide
should be applied pre-plant
and incorporated into the soil
Incorporation by disking into
the soil, is an extremely ef-
fective and energy conserving
method of application.
Prompt incorporation reduces
the chance of loss of chemical
due to volatility, and ac-
complishes two jobs in one
pass over the field, plowing
and chemical application
Since the chemical is
mechanically placed in the
soli level where the weeds are
germinating, rainfall is not
needed to move it into the soil
sub-surface. Application of the
chemical pre-plant prevents
weed competition and the crop
emerges.
Dr. Rieck expects to see the
total acreage planted in corn
In Kentucky to increase. This
land will be somewhat
mariginal for growing corn
and will more often than not Ag-safety Tip
have established john-
songrass. "Growers will have
to use chemicals to produce
good crop yields and will turn
to Eradicane and Sutan -F. We
should see more farmers
going from the 3-4 pound rate
to the new six pound rate for
Eradicane to get the level of
weed control necessary for a
profitable crop," Dr. Rieck
concludes.
After relining, the essential oil
removed from the clary sage plants
flows into a storage container at the
Avoca farm processing facility. The
valuable oil will be used by
cosmetics manufacturers and
producers of other industrial and
consumer products.
Members of farm and
ranch families are the most
susceptible to agricultural
accidents, , analysis of farm
accident statistics by Sperry
New Holland reveals. Some
89 percent of all farm and
ranch accidents happen to
family members, while eight
percent to employees and
three percent to guests and
visitors.
Eight Ways To Reduce




Use wires large enough to
carry your electric power
around the farmstead and to
points of usage within the
varieu.s buildings. If you try to
get by with wires that are too
small for the load being
carried, the wires heat. This




bear* needs more power to
turn, hence more electricity
by the motor. Be careful not to





pressure switches to control
operation of equipment rather
than depending upon memory
and manual control. They will
turn equipment off when
desired condition is reached or
work is done.
Refrigerator & framer care
— defrost refrigeration
equipment when frost has
built up on cooling coils. Use a
vscuurn to remove dust and
lint from radiator coils located
underneath. If equipment runs
almost constantly, check
refrigerant fluid, it may be
w.
—WATER HEATER -
Locate heater as near as
poble to sink, battroom,
and laundry area.
—FAUCET LEAKS—Stop
all faucet leaks, especially hot




when or where they are not
needed.
—PUMP—A water-logged
Pump stops and starts
repeatedly as water is drawn
011 a tap. Proper air-volume
controls on pump will
maintatri correct water and
air ratio.
It's an Ag-fact
It's an ag-fact. In the past
quarter-eentury, the value
of exports of U.S. agricultur-
al products has increased R5-
fold. This continuing rise in
farm exports since World
War II has become • basic
block in the foundation of
the entire U.S. economy
Bean Soup Popular In
Capitol Hill Dining Room
ATLANTA, Ga. — A good
place for beans is in the
House. . . and in the Senate.
The Senate and House dining
rooms on Washington's
Capitol Hill serve bean soup
every day. The people who eat
there know a good thing when
they taste it.
The time for soup tasting is
right now — especially bean
soup. And, according to the U.
S. Department of Agriculture




Marketing Service say that
although the total crop figure
Is down 15 per cent from last
year, it still is large enough to
place dry beans in the plen-
tiful category.
Just as there are devoted
followers of bean soup, other
bean connoisseurs perfer hot,
spicy Mexican dishes — for
which the red beans are more
frequently used. Especially
good news for these people is
the colored bean crop —
pintos, pinks, small reds,
kidneys, Garhanzos — all up
between 10 and 39 per cent
over last year.
Dry beans of any class are
not only cielicous, they also
carry a powerful protein
punch Another good thing
,about beans — they have a
long shelf life if stored
properly. Once a package has
been opened, place the beans
In a container with a tight-
fitting lid and keep in a cool
dry place.
For hearty appetites, beans
make good eating in a lot of
different ways.
BEAN SOUP
1 lb. white beans
3 qts water
412 cup cooked mashed
potatoes
1 ham bone
3 medium size onions, diced
1 bunch celery, chopped
1 clove garlic, chopped
ki cup parsley
Pre soak beans as directed
on package. Drain and put
beans in a soup kettle with
ham bone. Add water and
bring to boil. Then simmer for
2 hours. Stir in the mashed
potatoes, add onions, celery,
garlic and parsley, Simmer
for an additional hour.
Remove ham bone, dice meat
BICENTENNIAL PROJECT
PAID FOR BY WOODEN
CIIRCB
TENINO, Wash. (AP) — The
town that gained fame by its
issuance of "legal wooden mon-
ey" in the early 111301 has again
issued a piece of its hard-
grained legal tender. This time
it was a wooden check, 9 by 24
inches, for $30,000, presented in
payment for work on the com-
munity's Bicentennial
project.
The project involves m •ving
a threatened historic rail. lid
depot to the town's park id
restoring the structure, ' .ore
its scheduled dedication , ,y 4
as the community's museum
and activity center.
The town worked for more
than two years to raise the
money and the 322-ton stone tie.
pot was moved in one piece last
Aug. 30. The project contractor






















II Super Pig Builder
on it and return the meat to
the soup. Serves about 6.
CHILI CON CARNE
2 tablespoons bacon drippings
one third cup chopped onion
1 clove garlic, sliced
k's pound ground beef
24 cups cooked dry kidney or
pinto beans
one third minced green popper
2 to 21,4 cups cooked or canoed
tomatoes
1 bay leaf, crushed
2 tablespoons sugar
2 to 4 teaspoons chili powder
Salt and Pepper
Brown onion and garlic in
drippings. Add meat and cook
slowly a few minutes, stirring
occasionally. Add remaining
ingredients, season, and
simmer 'Until meat Is tender
and flavors are blended —
about 30 minutes. Serves 4.
PINK
  When you buy
one ton of these
Supersweet Pig Starters




One ton of these Supersweet Pig Starters
earns you a pair of gloves.. FREE! Gloves are
suede pigskin, lined with Sherpa-pile for extra
warmth. No limit per customer. Offer ends
March 31.









3I5 N. 4th St.
Mum', Ky. 753402
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall mo-
ment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The story of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is similar.
Sound credit service has played a big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.
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What He Is Doing
But Nobody Else Does!










ANT US TO WRITEONE HUNDRED TIMES,
"I WILL NOT CREATE A





ARE KOV AWARE 54R, THAT
MANie EDUCATORS FEEL




































































point 29 Earth 's
River duck smothte
20 Female 30 Let it stand
horses 34 Ironed
22 Flower 36RIp9d
23 Region 37 Threw
25 CAW 39 Rabbits
27 Sisid a COm 41 Threefold
plemen1 42 AI a dis-
28 Take from lance






































be submitted by 12









WHOLE LOT BETTEIZ THAN
A RAP ON THE HEAD!
Li. ar
YOU KNOW HOW HE LAST NIGHT HE
ALWAYS WALKS WENT SKIING iN

















TWO MEW., BLACK AND




NICK AN' THE WITC1-IMAN

















, 411#10 - 11
AILilTHE SKULL
RING...LOVED AND FEARED



















rich and others fail? We
have the answer if you
are success motivated
you may qualify for one







a week. Ride with me
just one day for proof.
Give us a chance to back
up everything we say.
Call immediately for
interview. Call 753-2428.
Must be 18 or older, men













starter to work from
their home evenings and
Saturday. Ap-
proximately 25 hours
week. $150 with ease.
Call. Mr. Williams 1-247-
41400c come to 432 South
9th Mayfield, Ky.
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN
or couple wanted to care










With TV service at Murray-
Calloway Hottta1. Must be
YOUR NEED is our neat, dwoodaW good with
figures and meeting public. 3-4concern. NEEDLINE, hears per day, to 4 days per
NEED AVON Products?




vows rim owed supplies,
eeptiprwenet w service cal re.
Camaisep is what we ha*,
best, We twee steam dowers
wed Wirer dime* etoripeseurt
for rout or if sew prefer we







band. Can have by
description and
payment of ad. Call 753-
1442.
6 Help Wanted
IF YOU RAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $300-$500 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact us today. We
have lin „sexcellent op-
portunity to the right








































You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-
















An «sal ollIkertenitY enw
*Par
BUY THE best for less.
Come by and see our
mini-cottages. Portable





75343984. Our prices will





general office. 20 years
experience as cost
estimator and Girl




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards,
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
nL, (502) 826-5822.







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
111111111111111







polished brass. AD sizes
08.81. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
SPECIAL It" chain link
fence with 1%" O. D. top
rall 1%" 0. D. time post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and ball
gates. Sizes 12'-11'. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-4865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
10,089 OLD BRICK clean
and on pallets. We load
and you haul. Call 753-
6475.
FIREWOOD for sale, $15
rick. Call 489-2307.
1,42 CARAT DIAMOND
ring, couch and chair.
Call 7534872.
REFRIGERATOR,
dining room suite. Baby
porta-crib, and
miscellaneous items.
301 South 6th Street. Call
753-3693.
TWO LARGE AFGHANS,
1 new quilt. Call 753-
5119.
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining








MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric




12, short ladies wig,
floor model 25" T.V. Call
after 4, 753-6933.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
1/4" or %" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
bar, $10.50; or 20" bar,
$11.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
ONE NICE Large dark
brown arm chair, $35.00.
















and Service, 500 Maple










ONE DIESEL 1200 David
Brown Tractor. One
diesel Allis Chalmers
tractor. One 10 foot Ford
portable disc. Call 901-
782-5958.
JOHN DEERE combine
3300 diesel with air,
under warranty, Less
than 100 hours. 2630
tractor, three 16" plows.
Call 498-8789 after 8.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectarnatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560. 7
20 Sports Equipment
17' ALUMINUM CANOE

























WO South 13 Stress,
Flies, Roaches.






made any size for an-
tique becis or campers.,
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses4
Healthopedic or foam.:
Also rebuild your o
mattress or box
- recover, like new.,
4WEST KY. MA
1138 South 3rd, phone
443-7323,
BIRD DOG, 4 years old;
male, pointer registeredand bro. Browning:
automatic 20 gauge
shotgun, 2 barrels, fut.
and skeet. Call 4974746.:




























































































































any size for an-,
beds or campers.,




sis or box springs',
over, like new.:
KY. MATTRESS,i
outh 3rd, phone lt
q.









i. Call 753-0870. 7
CB WALgIllit









stereo AM-FM, 8 track
player, turntable, and
two speakers $125.00.
Dinette Set with 4 chairs
$50.00. Three cushion
couch, makes large bed
$45.00. Phone 753-9757.
12 x 52 MELODY good
condition. Call before 5,
753-5891 or 753-9446 after
5.
1971 12 x 60 THREE
bedroom Homette
mobile home. Extra
nice. $3,500. After 5 call
753-6349.
12 x 60 HOUSE
TRAILER, furnished,
good condition. Make
offer. Call 763-9914 days,
nights after 6 p. m. 436-
5695.
1973 12 x 79 GUERDON
bath and air con-
ditioned. Underpinned.
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.





heat and air. All elec-
tric, fully carpeted,






11/2 bath, mobile home.
Conrad Heights Sub-
division, 31/2 miles East
of Murray, on private
lot. Call 753-3135.





Cta. Call 767-4055 after 6
p.m.













Call 753-3263 or 7534079.
Si. 1 to Re it r
WANTED CORN anc
bean land to rent or
lease. Call Kim Wallis




ments. $90.00 month plus






















ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Plum 753-5865




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
516$ drys or 753-5108
offer p. m.
NOTICE
Bids ore being token for mowing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment most be furnished
aid bids made on a per mowing basis. Mail
bids by February 2$ to Box 140-K, Route 3,
Murray, Ky. For further information call
753-4441 or 436-2354.
Nurses Position Open
homediste opening for a R.N. noose, with a IS. or
M.S. degree te provide nem& health services at
the Illwffield CORIV11111111SiTel Cart CORTOT in




Mayfield Comprehensive Care Center









0. Style Ladies Suede Leather
eather Coats capes
be- $160 
$7999 Reg. $60.00 $3499
VERNONS W„EOSRT: RN
Aloof A Noe Rapt .-- Sloe Rap* kat
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekedays
Murray, Ky. 1-6 Sunday
7534115
"Basis A floasifir Warp ileavfel 7710/*111118111"
AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund puppy. Six








as low as $15.00. Phone
after 7 p. m. 753-4469.
AKC DOBERMANS. One
male, 20 months, $200.





North to 783 South which













and six chairs, avon
bottles. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.





sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by




elder brick home is hoe
soros Aid, berimies Ifirse
bedrooms. PA beim. INN
row Whew alb mew
beat-ins, family roes.
losesesaf boledee stay
elli hrs rem for roc area
in bobbies. Al for $311,2110.
Timm hoarsen. brick
loafed is wooded let west
of Norm - dso rid
fireplose, living meal ifftit
ails wee • carpeted
obreogifeet • apprerielatety
2 acres locboles pead...less
AI gene • apprniesatoly 71
flloile • Alia ea offer.
111 sines - wooded Ned
,is - $13,300.





90 ACRES- located two
miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 505 Main Street,




Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers








home in Oaks Estate has
4 bedroom, 3 baths,
central electric heat and





Estate, 105 N. 12th.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
ionise personnei to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
Another View
,.,.,__o. ry.s *ow •••
uo.o.• 2-9
Stfq
11 HAVE YOU C.ONSIDERED LOOKING IN THE
'YELLOW PAGE9, ?IR . PRE-SIDEN'T?"
=ME
$9,750.00 WILL BUY this
nice redecorated
aluminum siding home




today and own this home
for less than, rent,
MOFFITT REALTY
CO., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
44 Lots for sale
FOUR LOTS WITH well
and septic tank system.
Will sell double wide
trailer with electric heat
and air. Take over
payments. Call 436-5334.
4t3
ELEVEN ROOM house in
Kirksey on large shady
lot. 184 x 200. Has small
apartment. 1.2





Need to sell to settle an
estate.
ONE NEW house and lot
in Kirksey. 98 x 260. One
and 't story house,
central heat and air, 1/2
baths, 3 bedroom, fully
carpeted $18,000 Call
753-8512 days, 753-1446
nights, need to sell to
settle an estate.
HOUSE AND LOT by
owner 2 bedroom, older
home. Large garden
spot, good location,
reduced price. Call 247-
4854 Mayfield, Ky.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 31/2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $77,500. Call 763-
0840.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
(1846, for appointment.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
7534588.
FOUR BEDROOM brick
with full sized finished
basement 2 acres of
ground. Call 753-0064.
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.





rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady let.
920,500, 4111'N. 10th SL 753-
0690
2-7 INCH REVERSED
ROCKET mags to fit
Ford or Chrysler
product with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
$80.00. Phone 1-354-6691.
FOUR 4 WHEEL drive
tires and wheels.
Wheels-15", tires-10".
Fit 4 wheel drive Ford
F100. Call 492-8831.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4, ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700xT5"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder, automatic,
32,000 miles. $2050. Call
474-2392. 
1973 DATSUN 1200. Like
new. $2,125. Call from




white vinyl top. Full
power. Call 489-2352.
1971 VW VAN, 59,000




automatic, new top, and
paint, no rust. Truly
like new. Firm price,
$2,475. See Bob Cook,
Hazel, Ky.
1973 PINTO automatic,
air, shag carpet, best
offer buys. Call 753-9523.
1967 VOLKSWAGON, bad
engine, good body, call
753-1596 before 5 p. m.
1975 FORD Supercab







1991 GTO body. Good
condition Come see at
416 N. 8th Street.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or sherry Rayn 511411111-
ant This is a dealers
auction
49 Used Cats &
19?1 DODGE MAXI-VAN,
37,000 miles. Call 753-
0720 after?.






dition. Call from 11-5, 753-
2424, after 5 753-3557.
1972 LTD FORD, 4 door.
Red interior and ex-
terior, black vinyl roof.





1974 VEGA WAGON, air
condition, 4 speed, GT
equipped. $2,300. Call
753-2424 8 a.m. to 5 p,m.,
753-5747 nights and
weekends.
1974 CAMARO 128 Type
LT. Air, power steering




$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
m. weekdays, anytime
weekends.
1974 COUGAR XR 7 AM-
FM stereo, tape, power
steering and brakes.
23,000 miles. Must sell.
Call 753-2411 ask for
Jerry.
1974 PINTO Station
wagon, one owner, low
mileage. Like new. Call
7534564.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See
our ad in Services
Offered.
19$6 NOVA AND 1972





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile














Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DO YOU need a cheaper
babysitter. Call 7534858.
RESPONSIBLE lady will
do babysitting in her






Call 753-4124, South 4th




efficient service. No fob




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.




efficient service. No job













home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.















vinyl root. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.





vicinity of 121 South and
54 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.











753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2'.88
for your Butler Agri-
BUILT-UP
ROOFING
Any size gravel or
smooth surface
roofing by Johns Man-









Puns 11(41 This eck
Jim Adorns Food Liners
10% Off Jewry And February
ALCOA Stronger, more rigid,
super "4D" Aluminum.
The ALCOA name means
quality aluminum tempered for
toughness
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 1st






Wasted at 521 N. lelh
Murray,
This property consist of concrete block building
approximately 50' x 118' located on a 90' x 224'













run weekly - clip it from






, This alphabetized page will
the paper and save
Hinmans Rentals
Wall paper steamer, lawn vacuum, wet or
dry vac., garden tools, carpet dry shampoo,
saws, furniture dollies, porto craine, auto
tools, sewer tools, power tools, concrete
tools and etc.
753-5703




















































Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68
























While Von Wait .-
duplicating
753-5397
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Deaths and Funerals 1
Fred Goodwin Dies Mrs. Homer Wicker
At Hospital With Dies Early Today
Rites Held Today At Local Hospital
Fred Goodwin, native of
Calloway County, died
Saturday at Lourdes Hospital.
He was a retired farmer, a
resident of Paducah, and a
member of the Wice Baptist
Church, Paducah.
Mr. Goodwin, age 74, is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Murrel Goodwin; one son Ace
Goodwin, Montana; three
daughters, Mrs,. Car= _
Springer, Paducah,
Dcrothy Lee and Geneva Lee
Goodwin, both of Montana;
four brothers, Arlinder
Goodwin, Iowa, Earl Good-
win, Evansville, Ind., and
Robert Everett Goodwin of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin of Evansville,
and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Also surviving are three
stepdaughters, Mrs. Gracie
Burkhart, Mrs. Jincy Skinner,
and Mrs. Faye Edwards;
three stepsons, Jewell, Donald
and Billy Heflin; twenty-five
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
Carroll McCarron officiating.
Burial will be in the Clarks
/fiver Cemetery there.
Hurlie Ramsey Dies
Mrs. ( Mary Darnell)
Wicker of 1110 Poplar Street,
Murray, died this morning at
12:55 a. m. at the Cardiac Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
stricken ill suddenly and died
at the age of 71.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Homer Wicker, on January 5
of this year.
-Mrs. Wicker is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Ted
( Quava) Wilson, 204 South
13th Street, Mrs. Leroy
(Eulala 1 Barnett, 1314 Vine
Street, and Mrs. Glen
( Burlene) Johnston, 1110
Poplar Street; one sister, Miss
Mavis Darnell, 305 South Sixth
Street; four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Jarrell White officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Members of the Future
Business Leaders of American
are playing an outstanding
role in assuring the future
progress and prosperity of
Murray and Calloway County.
It is vital that in Our com-
plex society we train andAt Home On Sunday continue to train young people
in the area of business and
business education to fill the
increased demand in this
area.
These young people,
members of the Future
Business Leaders of America,
are secondary students who
are preparing for careers in
business and business
education. This intense in-
terest in our business world
shown by these young people
is an assurance that the
business world will continue to
grow and improve.
FBLA has provided the







Therefore, I as mayor, do
hereby designate the week of
February 8-14 as FBLA Week.
Churchill Funeral Home after John E. Scott
three p. in. Tuesday. 
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS the Boy Scouts
of America Organization was
founded on February 8, 1910,
sixty-six years ago, and many
boys from our community are
following the Scouting trail as
Cub Scouts, Webelos, and Boy
Scouts.
These boys travel up the
long advancement path to
achieve many goals and
awards in order to become
better members of our
community.
Be it hereby RESOLVED
that the week of February 8-
14, 1976, is officially declared
"Boy Scouts of America
Week" in Murray and




R. H. Hurlie ) Ramsey died
Sunday at 5:30 p. m. at his
home on Route Two,
Bloomfield, Mo. He was 73
years of age and resided in
Calloway County until five
years ago.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mina Vick Ramsey; one son,
Wallace Ramsey, and two
grandchildren, Robert and
Melissa Ramsey, Baldwin,
Mo.; one brother, John C.
Ramsey, and one half brother,
Robert Burkeen, Dexter
Route One; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, east of
Dexter, with Rev. Julian
Warren and Rev. John
Bradley officiating. Burial
will be in the Brooks Chapel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max
Pim Lula Mae Vick
Dies; Was Sister
Of Local Persons
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lula Mae Vick, widow of J. F.
Vick, of Martin, Tenn., were
held Sunday at two p. m. at the
Central Baptist Church,
Martin, with burial in the East
Side Cemetery there.
Mrs. Vick, age 84, died
Saturday at 12:30 a. m. at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Frankie Mae Jeffress, Martin,
Tenn.
Survivors are her daughter,
Mrs. Jeffress; one son,
Kenneth Vick, Sharon, Tenn.;
four sisters, Mrs. Tenme
Colson and Mrs. Flossie
Minus Hopkins, Murray, Mrs.
1,arue Bizzell, Almo Route
One, and Mrs. Mary Skellion,
Cleveland, Miss.; one brother,
Roosevelt Mathis, Almo Route
One; four grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Jun Brown holds the all-time
pro football record for rushing.
The Firestone Tournament of
Champions is professional bowl-
ing's richest tournament.
Stan Hitchcock's
Ky. Lake Musk Born
Hwy. 121, New Coward, Ky.
Presents
1st Tear Anniversary Shen
ee Valestines Day, Set.
Feb. 14, two h1 shows
7:30 and 4:00 p. a.
Semi leselneek mid eke Iv Illork Ian Si.-, - ph*
W mon gess% wise have mewed en ken siege Mil
yew. atessity ben Owns wry Ors Ober prires
Adelti • Children 6-12 51 '°
lig Square Dance every Friday Night, 7:30 p.
m. wide e greet bend end fine celled 2"
1"
we teeth square doming every Moonily, at 7:36.




Members of the Murray Vocational Center Future Business Leaders of America
Chapter look on as Mayor John Ed Scott signs a proclamation declaring this week as
National MLA Week Shown, left to right, are Phyllis Tibbs, Debbie Brooks, Sheila
Foster, and Carla Ramsey.
Legislature. .
(Continued from Page 11
approve it Tuesday.
Resistance might stiffen in
the senate to the concept of
outlawing a licensed business,
but as one legislative leader
remarked privately:
"It's now an image thing.
Few of us dare to oppose it
because our motives would be
misunderstood."
The package designed to aid
the consumer in his struggle
against everything from new
"lemon" automobiles to the
holder-in-due-course doctrine
also is making progress on the
committee front.
And the proposed $5.7 billion
budget, the keystone of any
administration's legislative
program, is awaiting the
outcome of legislative
hearings which began last
week and might take the
remainder of this month.
After a demonstration of the
governor's awesome power in
pushing through the bail bond
legislation, approval of the
basic budget looks like a
foregone conclusion. - 
But the administration has
been polite and somewhat
responsive to sharp queries by
some Appropriations and
Revenue Committee members
to certain aspects of the
budget.
There had been grumbling
about vagueness in the Capital
Construction Fund which
finances various buildings and
facilities around the state.
That was resolved quickly
when the administration
agreed to issue guides on how
the estimated $300 million
would be spent in the next two
fiscal years.
•
The first list was for about




agreed to compile a similar
agenda for other projects.
One important disclosure at
the budget hearings was that
the Transportation Depart-
ment has an unexpended $67
million in toll road money.
Legislative analysts have
hinted this amount, if used to
pay off toll road debts, could
free an equivalent sum for the
road fund which finances
other needed highway
projects-.such as the sub-






( AP )—Helicopter relief teams
took supplies to towns and
villages isolated by the
Guatemalan earthquake and
returned with reports that
raised the official toll today to
more than 15,000 dead, an
estimated 40,000 injured and
200,000 homeless.
The death toll jumped
repeatedly as the national
emergency relief committee
got more information from
outlying areas cut off until the
first relief helicopters reached
them late Sunday.
Engineers worked to open
more roads blocked by lan-
dslides and to repair broken
bridges. Relief officials put
survivors to work, promising
them extra food according to
the hours they worked
clearing roads or burying the
dead.
Spot checks by reporters in
several sections hit by the
devastating quake last
Wednesday and more than 525
aftershocks showed aid was
getting through.
In some places it was only a
trickle. But that was welcome
for people who had had
nothing but bits of stale bread
and brackish water for five
days.
At Pitzicia, survivors lined
up alongside a pickup truck to
get tamales cooked for them
by persons living in a neigh-
boring village.
-We need serum and
syringes to control a serious
Prima of 'leek et lend Mend le masaEDT, tedey, twalaheal Is Ilia Ledger 6Time Pr Pine et 1640.16 Oerp. .Murray, areas 611nee
U.S. Hornet 7 +,11
Kaufman & Breed Mi +%
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Jim Walters 42% -1/4
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Disney 61% +2
Franklin Mint II +%
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21611 +19 900d 300 .500 lb 20 00 2500; SOO1134 0IC 7 00 26.00 .
ette 
25.50 iower, I 2 untested, 1.3
lb n
64% 
. 21144 4-116 
50 
Hogs 1100 , barrows and gilts
Farm Markets
Federal State Market News ServiceFels-uary 9, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1.517 Eat. 600 Barrows &Gilts Stesdy %seer sateoret .50 lowerSows iota. wider 4141 mostly 1.00 lowersets. over Malady
US1-2 moms  
US1-3 200-240 lbs.  
US 2-4240-241 lbe. 
US 3-4260-200 lbs.  
Sows
US 1-2239-310 Its.  
US 1-3 300-450 
St..US 1-3 490-650 lbs.  











LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —USDA — Cattle 2200; slaughtersteers and heifers 50.1.00 high-er, good 2.00 higher; cows not
fully 'eyed; bulls steady;
calves and vealers steady; fee-der steers 1.00-3.00 higher; heif-ers 1.00-2.03 higher;
Slaughter steers choice 950-1215 lb 3-4 39.50-4110; mixedgood and choice 1000-1250 lb37.00.39.50; good 900 1250 lb34.00-38.00;
Slaughter heifers choice 900-1060 lb 3-4 38.90-40.10; mixedgood and choice 800 1003 lb36.30-38.75; good 800-1000 lb33.00-36.50; 600,800 lb 30.00-)3.00; standard and low good600-1360 lb 26.00-30.00;
Slaughter cows utility andcommercial 25.00-27.50; highdressing 28.00-29.25i cutter21.00-25.00;
Slaughter bulls 1.2 1050-1500lb 25.75-32.03;
Slaughter calves and veaierschoice 103175 lb veaiers 40.00-65.00; good 30.00-40.00: choice300-475 lb calves 27.00-35.00;feeder steers choice 250.275 lb39.00-39.50; 300-400 lb 37.00-40.75; 400-500 lb 37.0042 50,- 6.50-950 lb 37.00-40.00; mixed goodand choice 300-500 lb 33.00-37 SO ; 500-650 lb 31.00-37 00; 700_950 lb 36.00-37.50; good 300-500lb 28.00-34 00; 500-800 lb 29.00-35.00; standard and low goodincluding holsleins 300 500 lb19.00-28.00; 500.600 lb 720030.00; 600 1210 lb 21.00.3100;heifers choice 270-375 lb 25.00-27.00; 400-500 lb 27.00-31.75; 500-680 lb 21 00 31.60; mixed goodand choice 300-500 lb 25.00-27 .00 ; 500 750 lb 75.003900,
esile% 4:01 190-230 lb 5000 50.30; 230-250 lb
4A4••-•• 
+46% 49. 250 2110 lb 4.00 4 50 :'" 1 50; 
50-50.00; 2-3 700.250 lb 114.50-52% .4-84 
isse sows 2.00.3,00 higher , 1-3 )0034 +14 100 lb 1)00 4350, 400 500 lbsp* +1443.50-44 50, 100 600 lb 44 POSI%%  +% 4.5.75; boars over 300 lb 36 00
4;6 ++1%te 36 Sbeep75 ; 75; sf •ady ; slaughter1846 011 iambs choice and prime 95-100)116 +% lb 50.00; aged bucks 7 00.
Murray Mayor john E Scott signs a proclamation declaring this week as "Boy Scouts
of America Week" in Murray and Calloway County. Pictured left to tight are Harry Fan-
nin, Eagle Scout from Troop 45, Phillip Carter, member of Cub Scout Pack 57 of Carter
School, and Ed Chrisman, vice-president of the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council. A dutch






director of the national
"We need salt, sugar and lime
for making corn meal."
Can. Fernando Romeo
Lucas, the national defense
minister, threatened to
withhold food from the little
town of San Martin
Jilotepeque because survivors
refused to continue burying
the dead unless they were
paid.
Lucas said 2,904 of the
town's 3,760 people were killed
when the earthquake dropped
a large area about 20 feet.
'There is immediate danger
of an epidemic unless the
bodies are buried or burned,"
he said. But he said orders to
burn the bodies might cause a
riot.
Two looters were shot in
Guatemala City, and scat-
tered shots were heard
through the night.
President Kjel Eugenio
Laugerud ordered thieves shot
on sight.
Hundreds of thousands still
slept under makeshift tents in
streets and parks of
Guatemala City's heavily
damaged El Gallito district.
Many portable latrines were
installed in the district. A
double amount of chlorine was
added to the water supply as
service was restored in most
parts of the capital.
About 40 American students
studying Spanish while living
with Guatemalan families in
the old capital of Antigua were
stranded by the earthquake.
There were no reports of
Injuries to the Americans.
One of them, Cathleen
Chandler, 20, daughter of Los
Angeles Times publisher Otis
Chandler, - said several
children in the family with
which she was living were




The Red Cross Volunteers
will meet Wednesday,
February 11, at two p.m. in the




urges all volunteers and any
persons interested in the
program to attend the
meeting.
Photo by Gerald C-arter
CLARIFICATION
An incorrect headline In
Friday's Murray Ledger &
Times could have created
some confusion concerning a
proposed change in the
Kentucky gasoline tax. The
proposal is to change the state
gas tax from 9 cents per gallon
to 20 per cent of the gasoline
sales price at the distributor
level. Rep. Kenny Imes said
today that the net effect of the
change on the consumer woul4
be minimal at this time.
ciss o a CAI a 6TYS Cfl Orteeseemerbillterrbir::• 
• S14N*NOT Es a •• 
by William M. Boyd• •
•
•
•Hetty Green, a notorious miser, •
O who died in 1916, built an estate of :I
over $95 million in Wall Street.
She took so long trying to locate a
free clinic to treat her son's in-
fected leg, that it had to be am-
putated!
0
• As a Full-Service bank, we offer lots of free services to






















Right now, your doctor may be seriously thinking
f leaving the state or retiring early due to the
vciilability or cost of liability insurance. Many
odors are limiting their practice, some ending
rivate practice altogether, and others leaving
entucky seeking insurance at a reasonable cost
actors who can get coverage are paying
remiums which are doubling and tripling yearly
$20,000 Per year and more, in some medical
iolties). Insurance premium rates for hospi-
ols are predicted to double in 1976! YOUR
TOR AND HOSPITAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
OSTS ARE A PART OF MEDICAL CARE COSTS
HAT YOU, THE PATIENT, PAYS!
What can YOU do about it?
Please write and con your state senator and
representative and ask them to support
legislation in the 1976 General Assembly that
will allow doctors and hospitals to obtain the
insurance coverage they need to continue to
serve the people of this state. Kentuckians
deserve the best medical cars available at the
lowest cost possible. Your help now is the best
assurance of the availability of health core toyour family.
Medicine has dedicated itself, from the beginning, to ridding
mankind of its ills. Now, medicine needs help. Please act nowl
Nenfuckff Association
Telephone 452-6324 — Area Code 502
3532 Ephraim McDowell Drive • Louisville, Kontucicy 40206
Vo
